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1.

William C. Strohm 5 days ago
@Chris - Yes, you had me with that one. Such cleverness cannot be denied.
BTW, now I think that music in Rand's video from 2:00 to 2:10 is NOT from
Obsidian... but I can't remember where I heard it.

2.

Joshua Sauer 5 days ago
While I think it obviously makes all kinds of sense to withhold backing until
your platform of choice is confirmed, something like Linux represents a tiny
fraction of the marketplace, and so I (perhaps selfishly, since I don't run
Linux) would still rather see content upgraded before devoting resources to
porting the game to Linux. It seems to me that, if you are already supporting
platforms that represent a large enough segment of the market, you probably
get more return from making the game seem more attractive to the vast
majority of your potential customers than you do by porting it to additional
platforms. That's just my perception, and I freely admit that I am one of those
whose platform is already represented, so bias may be an issue.

3.

Paskarl 5 days ago
9.000 backer, $500k in reach!
$54 pledged in average!
Not bad, not bad at all!
So we just need 11.200 additional backers! ;-)

4.

Marco Meijer 5 days ago
Of course one thing needs to be said:
The amount of backers... IS OVER NINE THOUSAAAAAND
Disclaimer: I never did like that series, not even back when I was a kid, but
some things just need to be said.

5.

Destineer 5 days ago
It's easy to say that content stretch goals are better than ports if the platform
you want to play it on is already covered. If it's not, that's another story. I'm
waiting to increase my pledge once there's a more conclusive answer on
Linux support, either as part of the base release or a specific stretch goal.
Many others are in the same boat.
While port goals might not be exciting, they do increase the potential backer
pool. I think it's best to have a balance of content and port goals, so that
people who are already covered by the promised platforms are still have a
reason to keep pledging, and people who aren't covered still have a chance
to be.

6.

Sean T. Arata 5 days ago
I would imagine other platforms would be an easy stretch goal. Beyond that, I
think they can be vague enough and say that it will make the experience
bigger in general. That's pretty common with other Kickstarters.

7.

Christina 'Riv' Hawkes 5 days ago
I'll be interested to see how Cyan handles content stretch goals. It would be
pretty unsatisfying to be told "well, we won't tell you what exactly it is, but we
swear we'll make more stuff if you give us more money". But on the other
hand, before you played Myst, would you have wanted to see concept art
and basic descriptions of Channelwood so that a stretch goal could be
reached? Discovering the world without knowing anything about it ahead of
time was so cool and important. I hope Cyan has some good ideas on how to
balance the necessity of concrete information for backers with the mystery
needed for a discovery-based game :)

8.

TrueStoryGuy 5 days ago
Content Stretchgoals > Port Stretchgoals

9.

Peggy Cruickshank 5 days ago
Any chance of a Peter Gabriel tune in the soundtrack?

10.

Thomas Davis 5 days ago
@Ryan Sorry, I did misunderstand you. Agreed.

11.

Ryan S. Davis 5 days ago
@Thomas, you're misunderstanding my post. I'm not suggesting Obduction
should be made for iOS. I'm saying there is a market in the iOS world for
apps like The Room--beautiful puzzle/stories that would suit Cyan well.
AFTER Obduction is done, of course :)

12.

Thomas Davis 5 days ago
I would rather it not be written for iOS or Android. Doing so would shrink and
dumb down the content. I would prefer to see this of a depth and scale that a
25" screen can appreciate.

13.

Ryan S. Davis 5 days ago
Ditto to more content vs. Oculus Rift. I'm not actually much of a gamer
outside of the Myst games, so I wouldn't be playing with Oculus Rift anyway.
Although it sounds really really cool, I'd prefer another "age" in Obduction
instead by FAR.

14.

Chris 5 days ago
@William - Hehe. You're using that one. :). The "in-joke" should be familiar
with a number of us here. @Seba - I like it! The use of the Obduction "O"
one-color logo looks really good, and contrasts extremely well. I may have to
try doing one+ that way. I may just create a variant with that text as well ("I
Backed Obduction").

15.

Christina 'Riv' Hawkes 5 days ago
I agree with Joshua, I hope the first stretch goal is for more and richer
content rather than tech wizardry :)

16.

Donn Manalili 5 days ago
With their proven track record, I don't think there would be much risk in their
inclusion of Oculus Rift especially if its a stretch goal. I've been a huge fan of
their previous titles and this one will be no different. I've included a link to
Obduction in an update on my project "You Are Not The Hero". This is too big
to pass up so I wanted my backers to know about it.

17.

Craig Jacobs 5 days ago
@Ryan. I don't think URE 4 is available for iOS at this point. Once it is I think
Obduction on iOS would be fairly easy. Easy is relative of course.

18.

Joshua Sauer 5 days ago
While I, too, think Oculus Rift would be awesome with a game like this,
awesome enough that I might actually buy one JUST to play this game, on
further reflection I want to say that I don't want to see Oculus Rift as a stretch
goal until AFTER the folks at Cyan think they have enough money to make
the game as expansive and elaborate as they would dream of making it. In
other words, I'd rather have the biggest, best, most challenging, elaborate
exploration/adventure game possible in 2D than have something less than
that in 3D. If they feel they can add 3D to the biggest, best game they can
make, AWESOME, but I don't in any way want to trade game substance for a
chance at 3D.

19.

Eric Mahler 5 days ago
Myst and Riven have held a special place in me since I was a teenager and I
couldn’t be more excited and happy to support you guys.
*goes to replay Myst and Riven again*

20.

Ryan S. Davis 5 days ago
One other note on Apps--maybe, if they do add another tier like so many are
suggesting, they could offer free downloads of realMyst and/or Riven on iOS.
I don't have them yet, and including them in a tier would be great incentive
for some, at no additional labor cost to Cyan!

21.

damiano scrigni 5 days ago
I still remember the sensations I felt on my first time seeing Myst island as I
remember the feeling to being near the domes in Riven. Myst series was one
of few so immersive that memories seems like real.
I Hope Obduction will be the same.

22.

Ryan S. Davis 5 days ago
I told some non-Myst friends about this, and their first thought was: "Why isn't
it for iOS? It seems perfect for a game in this genre."
I am not asking for iOS to be a stretch goal, although it would be cool. What I
would like to suggest is that there's a market in the App realm for Cyan. Any
of you played The Room? Obviously inspired by Myst, it has critical and
commercial success--and it's not nearly as good as what Cyan can do.
Whether Obduction succeeds or not (and I'm sure it will), I'd like to see them
make Apps like The Room, but better. Could open them up to people (kids)
who haven't heard of them before!

23.

Marcus Ilgner 5 days ago
The concept reminded me a bit of the rock opera "Into the Electric Castle" by
dutch artist Arjen Lucassen: eight characters from different times (past,
present and future) find themselves in a strange world and are told by a
mysterious voice to reach the "Electric Castle".

24.

Marco Bauriedel 5 days ago
Well said, Adam ; I couldn`t agree more !!!

25.

Adam Morgan 5 days ago
Rand and Cyan: While it may sound like hyperbole, I want to thank you for
the impact Myst and Riven made on me as a child. You sparked my
imagination more than any other media franchise, be it film, television, book,
or game.
I honestly don't think I would be an author/screenwriter today, as an adult,
were it not for Myst and Riven. You showed me the power of story. Of
exploration and discovery. You shaped my creativity in ways that still effect
my writing to this very day.
I wish you the best of luck with Obduction. When the going gets tough,
remember that you aren't just doing any old job. You're building something
that will impact so many people all over the world, most of whom you will
never meet, in ways that you will never know. You're sparking fires in the
minds of future writers and artists, young, old, and in between.
From the bottom of my heart, thank you, and good luck.

26.

Jordan Smith 5 days ago
Cyan, y'all have inspired me from the beginning. I (almost) mean from the
very beginning: My first computer game was Cosmic Osmo and the Worlds
Beyond the Mackerel, and I spent hours of my childhood romping around the
galaxy. (I even still have the CD!)
When I grew up a little bit, I became a Myst fan, then graduated to Riven and
the rest of the Myst universe. I've also enjoyed Cosmic Osmo's Hex Isle,
Stoneship, and Bug Chucker… even if none of those are quite the adventure
I've been waiting for from Cyan.
So when I heard the rumblings of a Kickstarter, it was a no-brainer to chip in
what I could. Hoping you're successful and that I get to experience
Obduction, because I honestly cannot wait. I felt like I was starting Myst for
the first time again when I saw the trailer.

27.

Michael Arnovitz 5 days ago
Rand and the Cyan team - I'm sure I'm only repeating what hundreds of
others have already said when I say that for me, there were three key things
about Myst & Riven that made them so great: 1) They were an immersive
reality that felt more "real". Others were doing this, but your efforts always
seemed to be so much more effective. Many times I would actually stop
"playing the game" so that I could just walk around and experience your
worlds, and it was deeply satisfying. 2) The immersive reality worlds you
created were always filled with beauty and wonder. Seems obvious, but
hardly anyone pulls that off. 3) Your soundtracks were simple, beautiful, and
perfect for the experience. A lot of people don't appreciate the importance of
music (and sound) in these highly visual games. I'm glad you always have.
Like everyone else here, I'm pledging money years before I'll see a product
because you've earned my trust and respect. I know you will do a fantastic
job, and I'm happy to play a small part in helping you accomplish what you do
so well.

28.

Ryan S. Davis 5 days ago
I'm surprised to see some people talking about Uru's "flaws" or "mistakes."
Sure, it had flaws, all games do...but I whole-heartedly love Uru. I liked
seeing others in the Cavern, even if I rarely talked to them. I liked linking in
each day to discover what was new. I love collecting my Relto pages. I liked
the group puzzle in Eder Delin. I could go on and on. Uru had a lot going for
it. I haven't gone into the Cavern since Uru Live ended...but I hope all that
content is still there.

29.

Josef 5 days ago
The regular "Hope to see an Linux-version" comes here!:)

30.

Sean T. Arata 5 days ago
It will be nice to see 500K today and 9K backers.

31.

Ali Al Rahma 5 days ago
This comment has been removed by Kickstarter.

32.

swordswinger710 5 days ago
The first time I heard of Myst was sometime in the late nineties when I was
checking out the middle section of an Avon catalogue (where all the cool stuff
was). I saw an image of a CD which contained a picture of a dude falling
above a very intriguing-looking island, and the description itself was very
mysterious - something about a world becoming your own, and puzzles that
needed unravelling. The price seemed right, so I convinced my parents to
buy it for me and I was hooked.
Since then, I managed to get my hands on all the other Myst games through
the years (Myst: The Collection being an awesome find for me, which I now
sell on eBay by the way) and they definitely made a huge impact on me. I
have always been one to put myself entirely in the shoes of the main
character of the story, and Myst was no exception. I remember the huge
sense of responsibility I carried during Myst, the underpants I nearly filled in
Riven, the joy I had in making the right choice in Exile, the excitement I felt
during Revelation, and the hours my chin spent on the keyboard in End of
Ages.
I never was really good at getting my friends to visit Myst, try as I might
(goodness, I still drive people crazy because that's the only game I talk
about), but several years ago I was able to convert my best friend, and she
fell in love with it just as I had when I first set foot on that dock. We are now
happily married (just celebrated our second anniversary), have visited all the
ages of Myst together (except for Uru, we're saving up for a second computer
so we can actually do that 'together'), and she has proven to be even more
intelligent than I when it comes to puzzles and choices. We recently
discovered the Myst novels as well, and are loving them! (So much so that
my wife has to force me to stop reading to her so we can get up in the
morning.) And we are always listening to the games soundtracks - another
huge and incredible part of the Myst experience.
We have tried finding other games that would transport us to other worlds like
Myst has, but nothing has come close to the wonder and beauty and
excitement that we have grown so attached to. So of course we were thrilled
and ecstatic to find that Cyan is back at it. Rand Miller, God bless you! And
we will do the same, as much as (or more than) our pocketbooks allow.
October 2015 can't come soon enough!

33.

William C. Strohm 5 days ago
I noticed early on in Rand's video a little theme music from Obsidian, one of
my "other" favorite games. Coincidence? ("Obsidian" - "Obduction?")

34.

Bryan Powell 5 days ago
No offense to any of the other commenters, but I hope, Cyan, that you will
not let your creative vision be swayed by popular feedback. You've earned
my trust. Make the game you want to make, however you want to make it.
Cheers.

35.

Seba 5 days ago
For a little backer avatar variation, here's one based on the Woman concept
art:
https://imageshack.com/i/mkfuewp

36.

Helena 5 days ago
For people interested in a DRM-free digital release, someone added
Obduction to the GOG wishlist:
http://www.gog.com/wishlist/games/obduction_by_cyan_inc. If you have a
GOG account, you can vote for it. I imagine Cyan are in talks with them
anyway, but it can't hurt.

37.

Sean T. Arata 5 days ago
@David Welcome to the community!

38.

David Grant 5 days ago
Hi there,
Just left my pledge for 250.
My only regret is that I can't afford to leave any more than this.
Myst and Riven have been a part of my life for longer than I care to
remember and I just can't imagine my life without the pleasure they ave given
me.
It's great to see Cyan taking this step as so many of us were afraid for them
after Uru.
All my hopes. . . . .
David G

39.

Horatio 5 days ago
@Adreitz - Thanks for the links to the Cyan forum thread regarding all the
sleuthing going on. There are some very clever Cyan fans out there!

40.

Adreitz 5 days ago
Hey, guys. For those who are dissatisfied with the amount of info that has
been released regarding the game's contents, keep in mind that this is Cyan
-- their games are based around a sense of mystery and exploration, so
revealing too much could easily ruin the experience for us. They've always
preferred to give cryptic hints and ARG-type treasure hunts that leave lots of
room for speculation. And, indeed, that's what they are currently doing. See
the Cyan forums, especially starting here:
http://forums.cyan.com/viewtopic.php…, for progress in following some clues
left in the Kickstarter video, and here for Cyan's Pinterest page with some
clues regarding alien abductions: http://www.pinterest.com/cyaninc/.

41.

Federico Destefanis 5 days ago
Greetings Cyan ,
wish you the best for Obduction.
I am really really excited for this project and I hope it will build on the
achievements of Riven, and forget some of the missteps of URU.
Riven had a mature and consistent design. It was strange, evocative, full of
mystery and wonder, but also was a solid and convincing world. Grittier and
more "realistic", less metaphysical and romantic.
You could almost "feel" the place around you: touch the wood grain and rust,
feel the sand and dust under your feet, breathe the sea salt in the air.
Feelings that somehow were lost in URU.
-realtime 3D was not close to prerendered graphics: URU inevitably felt duller
and bleaker.
-most importantly, Uru broke the 4th wall: you were no more "the stranger",
but yourself. Reality blended with the game: you were a tourist of ages,
among many others.
This was a subtle but important change.
Before Uru, you could speculate on who your character was and were he
came from, or forget about it. The real world was detached from the fictional
"ages" and you could pretend to be what you wanted. You could immerse
yourself in the "books" and imagine to be in another world, another time and
be a different self. You were not forced in the role of your real world self.
Uru instead was built on this concept (the player IS himself/herself) with the
aim of being more compelling and immersive, but imho obtained the opposite
result.
This were my two cents. I wish you all the best for this project and I look
forward to start my journey again!

42.

Tiago Regueiras 5 days ago
I believe it's a fairly good idea to begin showing some stretch goals, in order
to spike interest and backers numbers as well... That is if you want to have
more than your goal and actually use the stretch goals... Got to do it soon...

43.

Peter Arentsen 5 days ago
@James its on unreal 4 engine so you can be sure the system requirements
will be higher then unreal engine 3 games.

44.

Nick Roberts - Armikrog.Army$4.96 5 days ago
@Matthew Cox
Oops, don't know how tha "I" snuck in there. I meant MYST V.

45.

James Lightfoot 5 days ago
Another easy thing to add would be a hi-res mode for high end users. A
seperate download of ultra hi res textures, lossless sound and HD video.
Dont punish powerful rig users for their dedication. Remember compared to
riven, anything looka low-res!

46.

Matthew Cox 5 days ago
@Nick Roberts: Myst IV Revelation was actually prerendered 360-degree
nodes like Myst III Exile was, although at a higher resolution. It was Myst 5
that was realtime.

47.

Nick Roberts - Armikrog.Army$4.96 5 days ago
@ Mark Hammond
URU and MYST IV were both in Real Time, and their performance was
phenomenal (and by now those engines are extremely outdated).

48.

Mark Hammond 5 days ago
Is there any information about the hardware specs yet? I am worried that the
move to 3D will have a significant performance detriment compared to the
pre-rendered scenes in the Myst series.

49.

Helena 5 days ago
@tobr: It will probably slow down more, but pick up again for major updates
(or publicity on a popular site) and shoot up in the last few days of the
campaign, when the 48-hour reminders go out.

50.

Rainer Kesselschlaeger 5 days ago
@Marco: See Rand Millers comments in the fourth update on the left.
Quote Rand: "We're hoping to make Obduction both ways. Of course it will
include a mode for free roam where you're free to explore where you want to.
But we're also planing on a "nodal" point & click mode that allows the player
to simply click to move or turn - similar to the original Myst but in the realtime
3D environment. "

51.

Paskarl 5 days ago
@tobr ("Right now the pace looks like it has stabilized at about twice that, so
unless it slows down much more we should be fine!") It will slow down for
sure!!
The thrilling phase will be between $500k and $850k.
The success is in the hand of the Cyan team!
Updates, updates and updates!
And not telling us what we´ve reached already and that they´re thankful.
They´ve to find the right blance talking a bit more about the past (good old

times, devolpment prozess, share some intersting background knowledge
etc.) and most important they´ve to inspire us for Obduction!!

52.

Benjamin Frere 5 days ago
I'm excited as hell! But please... fully support the Mac. I'm very sad that most
of your old games don't work on OS X anymore :/

53.

Nick Roberts - Armikrog.Army$4.96 5 days ago
@Marco Meijer
It seems like the interface will be similar to MYST V. In that, you had the
option of the static look where the game operated like MYST and RIVEN, or
the 360 mode where it operated like EXILE and REVELATIONS, or free
roaming like realMYST.

54.

Marco Meijer 5 days ago
I just notified a friend about the last update. I told him about this game before,
but he didn't like the free roaming idea, being pretty conservative in his
opinion how a Myst-like game should be. If the nodal mode receives enough
attention during development, he will definitely be interested in that aspect.
He's a Linux user too, though, and boots Windows even less often than I do,
so I doubt he'll be completely convinced until we hear something more
definitive on that.

55.

Seba 5 days ago
I for one am all about the collectibles, hopefully we'll get treated to some
'feelies' in the box as well.
The notebook idea is definitely fitting for the game type; Eric Shofe for his
"Curse of Shadow House" project offered handmade necklaces and

notebooks, which I thought were really neat (now I'm regretting not jumping
on that at the time):
https://s3.amazonaws.com/ksr/assets/001/062/354/c81985adecdca1c0fa9d8
162816e9017_large.jpg
https://s3.amazonaws.com/ksr/assets/001/062/352/aa3807cf64b55e2cd62b6
1132ea0970b_large.jpg
http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/ericshofe/the-curse-of-shadow-house

56.

Mark E Hengst II 5 days ago
Like many I was skeptical that any game as of late could pull in 1.1 millions,
especially for an adventure game, but thus far the support has been
phenomenal and I am glad I participated!!!

57.

Bryan Deemer 5 days ago
I love the idea of a leather-bound notebook!

58.

tobr 5 days ago
At this point we need pretty much exactly $1k/h for the rest of the campaign
to meet the goal. Right now the pace looks like it has stabilized at about twice
that, so unless it slows down much more we should be fine!
Like Dany below, I'm not interested in physical rewards, and I'd love to up my
pledge from $45 if a suitable all-digital tier came up!

59.

David Ross Watson 5 days ago
Holding thumbs for Rift & Linux support in the future stretch goals ;)
Very happy to hear you'll be using UE4!
Please consider enabling AMD's TrueAudio software for this title.

Soundscape is such a massive component of effective immersion. Scroll
down to the demo and listen with a pair of high quality headphones or simply
use any decent in-ear earphones http://www.genaudioinc.com/
You'll notice that IEE's provide much greater positional depth than mid-range
to gaming grade headphones.

60.

Dany Morin 5 days ago
Hello Rand! I think that you should add new pledge level. Here is why:
I pledged for Digital Collector at $45.
Yet, I am willing to pledge as much as $850, the amount I paid for another
Kickstarter game, Pathfinder Online.
Here is the problem. I don't really much care for physical goodies, so for me, I
either choose the Digital Collector for $45 or go to the next "digital" step, the
Become An Artist pledge. Paying the difference, $800 to design an in game
object is not a good deal for me. Yet, I am willing to go all the way to $850.
So keep that in mind, I am probably not the only person that is willing to up
my pledge in a significant way. I just need to be tempted with something
digital. ;)

61.

Helena 5 days ago
Good to see this at £475k already. If things go well, we might just reach
$500k today.

62.

Ryan S. Davis 5 days ago
An offhand comment below led me to find a Kickstarter campaign going on
right now for an RPG based on the D'ni Universe called Unwritten. It's
created by some well-known people in the Myst Community and has already
exceed its funding goal, with some cool stretch goals too. Thought some of
you might be interested!
http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/1748001141/unwritten-adventures-in-theages-of-myst-and-beyon…

63.

Paskarl 5 days ago
10k backers, $500k pledged -> in reach!!
Time for some REAL updates ;-)
Who are guys behind the game?
Share some memories from Myst to Uru!
Most important: new content!
Most important: new content!
Most important: new content!
Thanks :-)

64.

Stéphane V 5 days ago
Hi ! Is there already a backer's forum ? Indeed yes, what's the link ? Thank
you

65.

Chris 5 days ago
@Christopher, @Helena - Glad that one worked out for you. :)
Here's another one. Not quite as polished. This time, well... if you understand
the symbols, you'll know. Don't underestimate the cheesiness of this one, but
it kinda worked. ;) If anyone actually uses this as their avatar, oh my.
http://i.imgur.com/8YAQPMf.png

66.

Kirk Brownridge 5 days ago
+1 for Leather Bound Notebook.
Guess I wasn't the only one who did that with the originals series.

67.

Alric Blighter 5 days ago
Backed and can't wait.
There should be an extras to buy a Leather Bound Notebook so we can take
notes in and draw diagrams to figure out the puzzles like when playing the
original Myst/Riven.

68.

Open Sign Productions 5 days ago
Myst gave me a love for atmosphere and has found its way into my and my
company's film projects.

69.

Christina 'Riv' Hawkes 5 days ago
The game Gone Home supported fan translations, and it's already in 12
languages (including Esperanto!). I definitely recommend Cyan supporting it
if they can, even if it's in a limited way (subtitles for handwritten notes, etc).

70.

Roxane Tourigny 5 days ago
There we go! We got an update and we're closing in the 50% cap for funding.
So its all good.

71.

Ninjy Tormented/OotG-KnCm/DrmTrvlr/WoOS 5 days ago
Question: If it's possible, would you please consider doing the

internationalization in a way that is easily expandable (ie language packs)? It
would make it easier for the community to add support for languages that are
not otherwise supported.

72.

Marisha 5 days ago
I cannot wait for this game! I'm so excited this is happening :D

73.

Stephan Daniel Raphael Gonzalez 5 days ago
Question for Rand:
Will Obduction be released on Steam? Would you consider putting Obduction
up on Steam Greenlight?

74.

Rainer Kesselschlaeger 6 days ago
<== Updates :)

75.

light487 - "Cornerstone" Backer 6 days ago
And like they said in the update just now, even a well rendered (real-time) 3D
scape can be made to look and feel like the original pre-rendered gamespace
by limiting movement with "nodes" and so on. The only reason really to have
pre-rendered, in the past, is to make a much higher fidelity world space that
could not have been achieved with the technologies of the day. However,
since we now have much more powerful computers, dedicated graphics
cards and all the supporting software to go with it, we (that is, developers)
can create near photorealistic worlds in fully interactive 3D... look at ArmA 3
for example. Does the world need to look "real".. not at all.. does it need to
allow the player to walk around freely.. not at all.. that's something for the
designers to.. well.. design. :)

76.

light487 - "Cornerstone" Backer 6 days ago
As long as it looks and feels like a Cyan game, I doubt the technology is
really going to make any difference.. real-time or pre-rendered.. *shrugs*..

77.

Michael 6 days ago
I know they are using Unreal Engine, but I kind of hope it's prerendered. If
not, I guess I'd get over it if it supports Oculus Rift.

78.

Jonathan A Davis 6 days ago
Myst and Riven shaped a significant portion of my imagination when I was a
teenager! I can't wait!

79.

Chris Hugo 6 days ago
I would provide a great economic argument to buy the box, but my
persuasion only works against the benefit. I upgraded first to $45 and then to
the box, but if you don't see why I did, please just ignore me. Hey, why not a
$45 bonus set and a second copy of the game to give - that's only $70 and
look at all you get?!

80.

light487 - "Cornerstone" Backer 6 days ago
I honestly don't know what might get me to increase my pledge from $25.. I
am a purely digital person.. not interested in artbooks or soundtracks.. yeh.. I

just don't know.. I know with some other KS'es they had add-ons for in-game
items (nothing that would ruin the experience or whatever) that just enhanced
the game slightly in some way.. like extra decoration or a bit of functionality
that made it seem a bit more unique of a release for Kickstarter backers etc..

81.

Talon Edgewater 6 days ago
I think it would be advantageous to include a tier or two in between $250 an
$850. A $400 physical statue tier would be awfully tempting.

82.

Tako Shak 6 days ago
I'm in the same boat as Bryan- if I have the money, I'd love to go for the box,
but I need to see if I can spare that much.

83.

Peggy Youell 6 days ago
Washington state in the US is UTC-7 during daylight savings time (UTC -8
during standard time.)

84.

Bryan Powell 6 days ago
@William, a lot of us are waiting on updates before we pull the trigger on
upgrading our pledges. I don't know what % of backers that represents, but
it's at least me. I'm in for 25, but will almost certainly bump to 75 unless life
happens and I really need my money. I'm just waiting to see what my next
paycheck looks like, and what additional options Cyan offers.

85.

Bryan Powell 6 days ago
Would the tshirt come right away, or not until the game launch?

86.

Tako Shak 6 days ago
Sunday probably means Sunday in Washington, meaning within the next 8
hours... I think.

87.

Marco Meijer 6 days ago
I hate not seeing timezones. So confusing. It's three minutes before midnight
here, anyway.

88.

Helena 6 days ago
@ Dimitrios: That's great, though 'Sunday' is nearly over for us here in the
UK! I guess I'll check it out tomorrow.

89.

Dimitrios 6 days ago
I have some info........
"Rand is working on an update for today, Sunday. Expect a few more
throughout the week."

90.

Michael Pollard 6 days ago
I’m sure there will be updates coming, but Cyan is not known for getting

carried away in the moment. Anyone around during the (very) early days of
Uru when it as called Mudpie knows that information was slow in coming. But
they already appear to have begun with giving clues to the game. Words like
“yellowbrick”, “firelight” and “germinate” and a copy of the Islander in the
video are there for a reason. Check out the Cyan and Myst Online Uru Live
forums for the growing discussion including breaking down more from the
video. This is pure Cyan, everything is well thought out and planned but
patience is needed. I would not be surprised to see some special rewards
coming for those who can solve some of the clues, as happened in the lead
up to the release of Uru. That said, it would be nice to see more tiers. They
may do what has been done with Unwritten: Adventures in the Ages of Myst
and Beyond RPG which is also on Kickstarter and give you multiples of some
of the rewards as you add to your pledge.

91.

William C. Strohm 6 days ago
Still thinking about the average donation... $54.67 at the moment, leading to
20,000+ backers required... unless Bill Gates pops in.

92.

light487 - "Cornerstone" Backer 6 days ago
Ahh the inevitable slow down is here.. :) A great start though.. I'm sure we'll
see surges throughout the campaign as more content is released and more
media start spreading the news :)

93.

Tako Shak 6 days ago
I think 25 dollars is actually fairly low for a game like this. Unless you're after
a casual game, $30+ is the standard. I'm sure updates are coming, as well...
once the people at Cyan can get their jaws off the floor.

94.

Jeremy Gottwig 6 days ago
I usually think most complaints are a little silly (such as those upset about the
$25 entry pledge), I have to echo those wondering about the lack of updates.
I feel like we keep hitting little milestones, but the only way for me to know is
by returning to the Kickstarter page. I'd love to get some milestone updates in
my email.

95.

CosmicMeeting 6 days ago
I still think it's very important to keep the momentum going and updates are
essential for that. Obduction with $2,5 million in the coffers will be a superior
game to one which just edges over 1,1.

96.

Roxane Tourigny 6 days ago
About updates: In their latest update, which was yesterday, they did said that
more updates are coming in the upcoming week and more fun stuff on the
side. Since Sundays are usually slow pledges days, let's chill.

97.

Gavin Lambert - Tormented Dreamer 6 days ago
@Helena: Another example of tens to hundreds is
http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/breadpig/to-be-or-not-to-be-that-is-theadventure

98.

Helena 6 days ago
Hyper Light Drifter was a real outlier. I've never seen any other campaign ask
for tens of thousands and get several hundred.
I'd be interested to know how much, if any, has been raised through Paypal
so far.

99.

CosmicMeeting 6 days ago
Hyper light drifter was such a success campaign. 37 updates and nearly 24
times over the goal.

100.

CosmicMeeting 6 days ago
I can only agree on the updates. Every really successful campaign I've seen
and/or participated in had very frequent and dazzling updates. :)

101.

James Varga 6 days ago
While I never jumped onto the bandwagon during the Myst/Riven era, I
absolutely loved Myst 5, which seemed to be the most polished in the series.
This project seems like it's direct spiritual descendant and would love to visit
another otherworldly... world. :)

102.

Michael Winter 6 days ago
I'm thinking more like 475K by the end of the day. Hopefully, 550k [50%] by
sometime Tuesday.

103.

Christopher Burce 6 days ago
We might reach 450k by the end of the day!

104.

Diana 6 days ago
Successful campaigns need updates every day!

105.

MattG 6 days ago
Looks promising! But please give us interesting updates. For example like
they did with Project Eternity;
http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/obsidian/project-eternity/posts… (not like
Jane Jensen... because she made many mistakes at the beginning ). Judging
from many kickstarters I've seen so far we'll need 250-300k within the next
three weeks (not that easy... the time between the beginning and the end of a
campaign is usually tough... and average of 12k within these days takes a lot
of work). If that works out, with a decent run during last three days we should
hit the goal! But again, that will take interesting updates (artworks, videomessages, interviews with members of the team...). So far it's really looking
good though!

106.

Christopher Burce 6 days ago
Nice avatar skills, Chris; I think your latest one is the best so far. Keep them
coming (if you want to). :)

107.

Helena 6 days ago
Ignore the Kicktraq trend - as the site's creator has repeatedly stated, it is
NOT a prediction. It simply shows what would happen if the average amount
raised so far continues over the rest of the campaign - but since the average
can fluctuate wildly from day to day, it's not helpful for predicting the final
total. Kicktraq is a useful tool if you know how to interpret the results, but the
'Trend' and even the 'Projection' graphs are largely useless, at least for
videogame projects.

@ Destineer: I completely agree - they should have had at least the first 2-3
major updates ready to post before the campaign started. I'm trying not to get
impatient, but it's so frustrating to see all these high-profile Kickstarters
making the same elementary mistakes. I'm already seeing people remark (on
forums, news articles etc.) on how little has actually been shown so far.
@ Chris: Thanks! I've changed my own avatar to the new picture, since the
text on my old one wasn't very clear.

108.

Sean T. Arata 6 days ago
@ Destineer Not really sure there is a reason to have a major update on a
weekend. They have one planned for Monday and it's only the 4th day of the
campaign.

109.

Chris 6 days ago
Here's another Obduction Backer avatar. For this one, I grabbed the starry
tree-line background that's currently being used as the project's promotional
image on Kickstarter. It's lightened up just slightly so that it (should) contrast
better when taken down to the size of Kickstarter avatars on the comment
pages. This does however mean that it appears a little more washed out
when viewed at the larger size. http://i.imgur.com/Bp81CwZ.png
(If Cyan wants me to take these images down for any reason, let me know,
and I'll comply.)

110.

Diana 6 days ago
@Seba
A kickstarter campaign must be a little bit familiar. You be/was familiar in
MYST? Yes, I was/be, really! But I don't like the way Cyan goes yet. I don't
like the ... You know me, so pay for me.

111.

Destineer 6 days ago
Letting this many days go by with no major update is a mistake on their part, I
think. They should have had update materials prepared ahead of time and
launched early in the week so they can get a bunch of material out before the
weekend. The beginning rush passed by with very little official
communications, which could harm the slow "middle" period. I'm still
confident it will be funded, just that it could be perhaps several hundred
thousand higher by now if the launch was handled better.

112.

Seba 6 days ago
Kicktraq just shows a linear average, so the trends on there during
campaigns are rarely accurate.
@Diana - Jane's campaign was pretty bumpy from what I remember actually,
especially at the beginning; only once they confirmed there would actually be
two games for that "season" did things start to move again.
I wouldn't worry too much, going by past trends and stats, we've got this in
the bag if you ask me. But the more the better obviously. I don't really think
'daily' updates are necessary though (frequent, sure, but no point in going
overboard), and I'm sure Rand and the gang have enough stuff lined up to
keep us busy. It's not like they rushed this and came unprepared ;)

113.

Sir.Nathan Stassen 6 days ago
Hello!
- What are the plans for sound design? How immersed?
- Also was wondering if there were plans to use human actors? I thoroughly
enjoyed live actors in the older games produced.
Thanks Cyan team!
-Sir.Nathan

114.

Diana 6 days ago
@Craig Jacobs
I'm not too optimistic like you. The updates are missing!

I remembering Jane Jensen's Kickstarter ... she always updated nearly every
day. It was a succesful campaign here on kickstarter.

115.

BigD-Zeebarfed since 2013 6 days ago
I have always found Kicktraq interesting to look at AFTER the campaign is
over. So often, during the lull, kicktraq shows nothing but doom and gloom
(after predicting way too much money from the opening days) only to spike at
the end and outperform the projections by a bunch. The way to blow past 1.1
million is to offer lots of meaningful updates and give a reason for us to
increase our pledges and attract more of the several million Myst buyers
here. I can't imagine this being anything other than a slam dunk but the word
has to get out and the fan base needs to get more hyper than my kids on
Halloween night!

116.

Craig Jacobs 6 days ago
@William - current rate (not average) is about $30K per day. The typical
ending spike is almost a mirror image of the initial spike. So if you figure the
"middle" 24 days @ $20K a day (to be conservative), then add the last 3
days (subtracting 30% to be conservative) It should look something like
$400K + $480K + $280K which puts us at $1,160,000, if we follow a
conservative version of the typical pattern. So I am cautiously optimistic at
this point.
Of course kicktraq says it's trending toward $3,432,808, so what do I know?
http://www.kicktraq.com/projects/cyaninc/obduction/#chart-daily

117.

William C. Strohm 6 days ago
Average donation currently = $54+ ... at that rate need over 20,000 backers
by 11/16. How big a "spike" can be expected?

118.

Diana 6 days ago
@Paskarl
My words dude, my words ...

119.

Christina 'Riv' Hawkes 6 days ago
Yes, if you're a backer, don't forget to pass the word on to your friends and
relatives, via whatever means (social media, word of mouth, email) you think
will work! It's the folks who loved Myst and other adventure games but don't
follow gaming news closely that we need to reach out to next to keep building
momentum :)

120.

Paskarl 6 days ago
..and those updates will be a matter of consequences for the time between
$500k and $900k!

121.

Paskarl 6 days ago
There was no "real" update so far.
Guess they´re still preparing the big ones..

122.

Diana 6 days ago
No update today?

123.

Craig Jacobs 6 days ago
Yeah, that's lame. I found that the link to their company FB page is buried in
their full bio. Those links should really be available in the sidebar. Most
people won't click to the full bio to get to them. I assume this is a limitation of
kickstarter.
I just think there are a lot of people that would back this if they knew about it Myst had a huge following in the 1990s. I wouldn't have know about it except
that I happened to go deeper into the Verge's RSS feed than I normally do
this past Friday, otherwise I'd be clueless about this.

124.

Colin Holgate 6 days ago
I was thinking, would it be feasible to get parts of your pledge reward sooner
than two years from now? I mean, the posters, post cards, and even the tee
shirt, are all things that could be made in the next month or two. That could
lead to two years of buzz about the game, rather than all promotion waiting
until October 2015.

125.

Helena 6 days ago
Sean and Kaxiya are correct; project creators are not allowed to connect a
company Facebook, only a personal one. I have no idea why.
And while we're about it: 40% funded! Yay!

126.

Frank (Kaxiya) 6 days ago
From backing other projects on KS I can tell you that one of the issues with
connecting a Facebook page with KS is that only personal pages can be
linked and not corporate ones.

127.

Craig Jacobs 6 days ago
What is Facebook Connect?
http://www.kickstarter.com/help/faq/backer+questions#faq_41875
Not sure about the exact mechanics of it...

128.

Sean T. Arata 6 days ago
@Craig Unfortunately I'm not sure that you can attach to a Page on
Facebook but you would have to attach it to someone's specific page.
Bizarre, but I think that's correct. The rest is spot on.

129.

Craig Jacobs 6 days ago
I see a couple of issues here. One, this campaign is not connected to
facebook, two, Cyan's Facebook page has only 2,745 likes.
Social media leverage is key to successful kickstarter campaigns. Read this
http://www.hypebot.com/hypebot/2013/10/statistics-can-predict-yourkickstarters-success-within-the-first-36-hours.html
What needs to happen:
1. Cyan needs to link to their facebook page.
2. Every one who backed this, and those who want to see this made but are
not backers needs to head over to the facebook page and like it.
https://www.facebook.com/CyanGames I think maybe this should be
highlighted in the next update.
3. Everyone who backed this needs to tweet it. Also mention in the next
update.

130.

Sean T. Arata 6 days ago
It looks like the IGN article snuck in on the 17th but it really wasn't placed
very well on the site at all to be found. :(

131.

Marco Meijer 6 days ago
I'm also waiting for more updates before I up my pledge. What I'm waiting for
is more info than "we might be able to do Linux in theory".

132.

Voldemordrid Riddle 6 days ago
I backed the Rift, now I'm backing Cyan with Obduction. Lets take em over
the top so we can get that Oculus stretch goal!!!!
Cyan is innovative! Cyan is thought provoking! Cyan is the thinking mans
game creator!! In a world where every game mechanic revolves around a
flesh wound, getting riddled with a googleplex worth of bullets and
headshots. I look to Cyan as an oasis in the midst of the gaming shitstorm.
lets get em to record braking status!

133.

Ethan Bogdan 6 days ago
Shorah, backers! Without a doubt, the Myst series has been one of the
central creative inspirations of my life... Here's to new adventures!

134.

Frank (Kaxiya) 6 days ago
yeah! 8k backer

135.

Karla Babin 6 days ago
[ I have just pledged, and need to say this.]
-----------------------------------------------------MYST was a religious experience.
MYST on LINE -URU Live was the pinnacle of the creation. [ To date
unsurpassed. ]
THANK YOU !!!!!

136.

Ahenobarbus 6 days ago
Almost 450k in just 3 days is a great achievement. Armikrog comes to my
mind from other adventure game projects. It gathered approximately 300k in
first 3 days and finished with 970k in total.
http://www.kicktraq.com/projects/1949537745/armikrog/#chart-daily
Dreamfall Chapters started little stronger (about 570k in 3days) and got 1,5m.
http://www.kicktraq.com/projects/redthread/dreamfall-chapters-the-longestjourney/#chart-daily
So we should be ok and be on track to 1,1m. But if we want more, we need
some juicy updates and (maybe) add-ons etc, to keep ball rolling.

137.

BigD-Zeebarfed since 2013 6 days ago
Things have slowed down but the initial surge was strong so I'm not too
worried. Thus far, things are well on track. Like Helena, I'm waiting to see
more updates before moving up the tier chain; besides, my wallet needs a
little recovery!

138.

Helena 6 days ago
@ Marco: I didn't make the avatar myself, I just combined the two made by
Chris. My art skills aren't really up to anything more.
And yeah, pledges are likely to slow down quite a bit from now until the last
few days of the campaign. I fully intend to upgrade mine to Art Collector at
some point, but I'd like to see some more substantial updates first.

139.

Marco Meijer 6 days ago
http://www.kicktraq.com/projects/cyaninc/obduction/#chart-daily
Getting less and less pledges, but that's only natural. It always dips after the

first few days, only to rise again at the end. The last few days usually make
slightly more money than the first, so expect another 430k or more during the
last 3 days. That leaves a lot of time to make at least 240k. Considering the
amount of momentum this project currently has, that should be a piece of
cake, even if the momentum dips a little.
BTW Helena, the text on your avatar is almost unreadable. Perhaps you
should use this: http://colorschemedesigner.com/

140.

Helena 6 days ago
I agree with Destineer and Jeff; you really need an update at least every
couple of days to keep up momentum on a campaign like this. Having a good
buzz in the comments section also helps (and helps to keep the game at the
top of the Kicktraq rankings).

141.

Dimitrios 6 days ago
First i have the info that something will come up at Oct 22
second, https://www.facebook.com/CyanGames
we are right now 7869 backers so please go to facebook and hit like on the
above mentioned page ( its Cyan in facebook).
We can help also like this !!

142.

Dimitrios 6 days ago
https://www.facebook.com/CyanGames
7869 backers please go to facebook and hit like on the above mentioned
page ( its Cyan).
We can help also like this !!

143.

Mark J.W. Elston 6 days ago
I would love to see playstation 4 support added as a stretch goal. This would
be the perfect indie download title!

144.

Maarten Dijkstra 6 days ago
Good to see this is still ticking along :)
Cyan, I hope you have plenty of publicity planned, and will be contacting as
many gaming/adventure websites around the world as you can. I believe
Germany is still really big on adventure games, so don't miss out there.
I'm waiting to see what the stretch goals are like many people, and
personally hope Oculus Rift will be one of them. From reading the many
comments here, there seem to be many people wanting to get a hold of the
art books, t-shirt etc as add-ons, so that would seem to be one easy way to
go.
Either way, I'll keep checking in and see how you go, because I'm super
excited about this project, and am already looking forward to playing it :)

145.

Tomer 6 days ago
Just pledged! Exciting! :-)

146.

Jeff Klinger 6 days ago
I put in my pledge, but I'm going to save up to see if I can make it bigger
towards the final date. I imagine a lot of other people are planning similarly,
not to mention those that haven't pledged yet but chose the 48-hour reminder
option.
I'd say meeting the $1.1m goal is pretty much in the bag. But if we want to
meet the stretch goals, I agree with the comments below: I think Cyan should
publicize the heck out of this campaign. Then again, we ARE only three days
into it; I'm sure Rand and the gang have some ideas to build the hype further
down the road!

147.

Destineer 6 days ago
I'd say funding is a lock, plus a stretch goal a two. Cyan just needs to keep
the momentum going with some substantive updates. Mighty No. 9 had
themed updates every weekday, a weekly podcast, and a final hours
livestream where funding went absolutely crazy and shattered even the most
ambitious stretch goals. It really kept the community active and engaged, and
was one of the most expertly executed kickstarters I've seen. The comments
moved so fast it was like a chatroom. Cyan just needs to keep people talking
so things don't go dormant, and the best way to do that is to just keep
engaging the community as much as possible. They said they'll have a big
update on Monday, hopefully they keep them coming rapid fire.

148.

Chris Hugo 6 days ago
If the trend line stayed flat from here on out, it would require a little over $1K /
hour in pledges on average, so it's easy to track progress, Let's hope for a
least a similar end spike to the start one.
Rand says that the Unreal 4 gameplay will be current-gen 3D dynamic
motion, not frame-to-frame as in Myst. Those who get motion-sick playing 3D
(as I once did) just need to play more . . . you can grow out of it, even in your
50s!

149.

Dylan Presley 6 days ago
By the look of how fast you guys are getting money you will probably hit your
goal by 1 week from now, though of course these things tend to slow down
after a few days

150.

Stephen M 6 days ago
I am hoping some add-ons can be purchased 'a la carte' since I would love to
get a copy of the main game plus a couple of the physical extras.

151.

Dylan Melowitz - St Christopher's Alumni 6 days ago
Starting now is the middle period, where it will be consistent low totals for a
while until near the end. There could be a spike here and there depending on
what Cyan puts together, and whether publications pick up and report those
updates. I wouldn't be too worried unless we end up at 700K with 3 days to
go.

152.

Dylan Melowitz - St Christopher's Alumni 6 days ago
Yeah it's just the way it goes. All Kickstarters do well at the end, some to
varying degree. I don't think this will be a close one, but we'll see.
For example's sake, here's one of the more successful endings ever to a
Kickstarter. Obsidian's Project Eternity
http://www.kicktraq.com/projects/obsidian/project-eternity/#chart-daily

153.

Greg Szemiot 6 days ago
@Dylan - You are correct, I am brand new to kickstarter, I didn't know there
would be another spike at the end (though I honestly should have known). I
guess I just want them to really break through the end so we can get some
stretch goals going sooner rather than later :P

154.

Top Gun 6 days ago
I know good Kickstarters need updates and stretch goals along the way to
keep the momentum going, which I'm sure we'll see over the next few days,

but honestly all Rand had to do was stand there and say, "Hi, Cyan wants to
make a new adventure game," and I'd get all SHUT UP AND TAKE MY
MONEY! I'm sure that's true for the majority of us, too. :)

155.

Dylan Melowitz - St Christopher's Alumni 6 days ago
*with the last week's normal push (as Kickstarters get insane money the first
3 days and the last 3)

156.

Dylan Melowitz - St Christopher's Alumni 6 days ago
@Greg
That's nonsense. I can tell you haven't been around too many Kickstarters.
It'll be at 500K at around Wednesday. It'll reach it's goals, however there isn't
enough momentum for stretch goals at the moment.
With last week's push it'll easily get to 1.1 million. We're trending towards 3.3
mil, so I would guess we could get to 1.4 million or so, depending on Cyan.

157.

Greg Szemiot 6 days ago
If Cyan doesn't boost with a big update or stretch goals I don't think there is
the momentum to reach 500,000 right now. Looking at the comments, Linux
support would be a great stretch goal to put up, but it's so dependant on UE4
that I don't think Cyan would be smart to tie themselves to Linux unless Epic
has Linux support.

158.

Eric Henson 6 days ago
Myst was my first video game on CD-ROM. I've played every title in the
series and read all the books. You guys deserve my money all over again just
on the strength of those titles alone. So very much backed.

159.

Scott Waldron 6 days ago
So any preditictions on when we'll hit the $500,000 mark?

160.

Greg Szemiot 6 days ago
@Scott - Dunno if you have played other similar Cyan titles, they have all
been first person or had the option of first person, So I think it will be a safe
bet.

161.

Chris 6 days ago
@Scott - I have no doubt that it will be 1st person. This game is returning to
Cyan's very roots. I highly doubt that they would have it any other way. :)

162.

Scott M. Bruner 6 days ago
btw, is this game 1st or 3rd person? PLEASE make it first.

163.

Scott M. Bruner 6 days ago
@Greg - yes, you can "manage your pledge" to add/subtract or even cancel
your pledge. You do not need to add a new one (which is actually kinda hard,
since you'd need a different account.)
No, they can not add paypal money to the KS campaign. KS is handled
through Amazon only (who takes a cut.) They could have another website,
once they're sure this campaign is a success, to have people pledge that

way, but it would not be connected to this page.

164.

TrueStoryGuy 6 days ago
@Greg I'm afraid Paypal and Kickstarter don't work like that. Paypal and
Kickstarter will be two different numbers.

165.

Horatio 6 days ago
As huge fans of all of Cyan's games - especially URU and Myst Online URU
Live - my wife and I are ecstatic at the news about Obduction. We've enjoyed
the Myst universe for 20 years, and hope Obduction is the beginning of a
new, fresh chapter in our Cyan-gaming lives. Perhaps the ending has not yet
been written!

166.

Greg Szemiot 6 days ago
Correct me if I'm wrong, but you do not need to pledge more than once to
add more support, you can simply change the amount of your pledge here on
kickstarter... also, does the paypal donations get added to the ks, like could
Cyan just add them towards the end?

167.

Christopher Burce 6 days ago
That Obduction backer t-shirt for your Uru avatar would be neat. I don't see it
happening unless the open-source people consider it. It shouldn't be that
much effort since they're discussing about avatar clothing anyway...

168.

Chris 6 days ago
@Matt - My thing was just Kickstarter avatars. Just saw that someone
wanted one, so I went ahead and created something that we could use
here. :)

169.

Matt Giuca 6 days ago
I'm not sure if all this "avatar" talk is about Kickstarter avatars or Uru, but it
made me think: @Cyan, It would be cool if there was an Obduction shirt in
Myst Online: Uru Live that says "Backer" and you only get it if you pledged
(even $1). I wonder how much effort that is? I know you're not really
supporting Uru any more but it would be cool :)

170.

Chris 6 days ago
@Christopher - Please do! :) I noticed that there weren't a lot of contrasting
colors in the image when it was resized here on Kickstarter. Here's another
version that I've lightened up just slightly, in hopes that it will be easier to
make out. http://i.imgur.com/RmQ2kSv.png

171.

Christopher Burce 6 days ago
The PayPal link isn't as prominent as it could be - it's buried under the FAQs.
I think it's that way so that people pledge to the Kickstarter more rather than
PayPal.

172.

Asavarserkul 6 days ago
@christopher I had thought that the developers arent going to risk it before
geting funded.

173.

Kate W 6 days ago
@Mihshehl - I'm hoping, and assuming, that they'll do 'addons' as the KS
progresses - so we can add t-shirts, posters etc to our pledges! You can also
increase your pledge (so long as the last date hasn't passed) - I did this with
Elite.

174.

Christopher Burce 6 days ago
You can already pledge on PayPal - check the FAQs at the bottom of the
home page. ;-)

175.

Mihshehl 6 days ago
I wish I had disposable income - who EVER invented that phrase anyway?
;o)

176.

Asavarserkul 6 days ago
@Mihshehl you can only pledge once, but when paypal is hopefully on later
when its funded then you can pledge there too ;D

177.

Mihshehl 6 days ago
Hoping with all my heart that you get the fund necesary! Hoping to get
another chance to invest when payday next comes. (Can we send support
more than once?) This is all new to me.

178.

Christopher Burce 6 days ago
Chris, mind if I steal your avatar? Thanks!

179.

Chris 6 days ago
@Helena - Glad to! It was a little smaller than I had hoped for it to turn out,
but putting the full logo into a tiny box makes that a bit difficult. If anyone else
wants to grab either of the ones I sized, please do! Full sized Obduction seed
(?) -> http://i.imgur.com/Pn2VNlp.png. "Obduction Backer" image (appears
quite small) -> http://i.imgur.com/nv8SEWy.png. Hopefully Cyan has no
problem with me reusing the image for this purpose (just some excited fans
here). Can't wait to see more!

180.

Jason Herrington 6 days ago
Hope you fund it. I loved Myst and Riven, still own multiple copies, and can't
wait to give it a try when it's done.
For everyone asking for support for this or that product you should remember
that this is a two year project and the only things you can be sure will be
around are PC's, PS4, and the Xbox1 (maybe the WiiU but I'd hope for an
update by/around then).

181.

James Lightfoot 6 days ago
Let's get plenty of duduk playing on that soundtrack eh!

182.

Ninad 6 days ago
All the best Rand and team.. looking forward to play your game.. sucks that
we need to wait 2 years thought :(

183.

Asavarserkul 6 days ago
@Cyan can you consider to support the castAR device? it should be easy to
implement it :D
http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/technicalillusions/castar-the-mostversatile-ar-and-vr-system/

184.

Sharon Guerrette 6 days ago
I'm so excited for all of you at
Cyan and me too ! Looking forward to experiencing a brand new game from
the makers of Myst !
Such beautiful work! Thank you !

185.

Creator Cyan, Inc. 6 days ago
Thanks for the wonderful comments and the amazing support!!! We're trying
to answer questions, keep the FAQ section and our social media sites
updated. This Kickstarter stuff is a full time job! ;) We're all working really
hard to try and make Obduction happen. Stay tuned for more exciting
updates, and keep checking the FAQs if you still have an unanswered
question.

186.

thomasfn 7 days ago
It would be great if you could offer Oculus Rift support, I feel like this game
would be perfect for it.

187.

nicolas berloquin 7 days ago
Please create a high def version of the textures that can be downloaded
separately for all of us with high end configs to play with !

188.

Paskarl 7 days ago
$400k!
36,36% !
;-)

189.

Tim Allen 7 days ago
Glad to see a new franchise from Cyan. Loved the Myst books especially.
Always glad to back a local company.

190.

Helena 7 days ago
@Chris: Cool. I combined the two to create my new avatar - thanks!

191.

William C. Strohm 7 days ago
Happy to see this; have re-played all Myst games and Uru from disc a well as
Uru online many times. Cyan -> Cyan Worlds -> Cyan, you rock!

192.

Zachary Charland 7 days ago
...and we just past the 400k mark!

193.

Chris 7 days ago
@Helana - How about this? I tried to match the colors and font as best as
possible. http://i.imgur.com/nv8SEWy.png

194.

HP81 7 days ago
To all people at Cyan: great initiative, wonderfull art even at this stage. You
manage to enchant us with everything you make and I look forward to see
the result of what we know you're good at, like you say. It's marvelous to see
the counter running as I type this. I hope I may wish you good luck and that
you may really enjoy the oncoming two years, working on this project.

195.

Helena 7 days ago
@ Chris: Cool, could do with some text on it though - maybe the Obduction
logo? (I'd do it myself, but I have absolutely no talent for that sort of thing.)

196.

TrueStoryGuy 7 days ago
Right now I'm thinking the stretch goals would further lengthen the game, like
features or story, as to fund the game for a mere 1M. That said, 1M is not a
lot of money for a dev to complete a game for, but I'm hopeful Cyan will make

a great game regardless.:)

197.

Chris 7 days ago
@Helena - Here's something simple to start with.
http://i.imgur.com/Pn2VNlp.png

198.

Anita 7 days ago
We all have been waiting a very long time for new content from Cyan...i just
know this project will be way beyond our expectations.
I CANT WAIT!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Nita

199.

Mattis Bødtker 7 days ago
Rand, and fellow Cyan's. I have been spellbound by your games since I saw
my dad playing Myst in 1994 when I was 6 years old. I remember sneaking
over to the Mac and trying to play the game, but couldn't figure anything out..
Yet I remember the music, the visuals and the awe inspiring feeling I got from
the whole atmosphere... Here I am, 25 years old backing you, not only for
this game but as a thank you for your work!
I know my dad would have loved it!
So thank you!

200.

Marco Meijer 7 days ago
Prerendered graphics would make for a cool stretch goal, although a pretty
crazy one. You would have to write an almost entirely different game. I do
know a friend of mine who would love a prerendered version of this game.

201.

Filipe Dâmaso Saraiva 7 days ago
As great as Unreal Engine 4 might look, I think a great stretch goal would be
to include pristine 2D pre-rendered graphics, that you switch to at any time
much like in Monkey Island: Special Edition.
Besides the enhanced photorealistic quality that could be achieved, I believe
there's something quite positive to be said about 2D renders regarding
puzzle focus, because you take away the distraction of movement and
perspective in 3D space.
Cheers!

202.

Stephen Blake 7 days ago
$400K is amazing in just 2 days! I hope the momentum keeps up, so that we
can look to some amazing stretch goals!

203.

Matthew Miller 7 days ago
Woot Woot! 400k! Good going Cyan!

204.

Craig Jacobs 7 days ago
Dare I ask if the donut is a lie?

205.

Ghaelen D'Lareh 7 days ago
Yet another world to fall into and be immersed - beautiful, haunting, intriguing,
profound. This is exciting to see!

206.

Goossens Kathleen 7 days ago
Congrats!!! 400.000

207.

Talon Edgewater 7 days ago
All of the donuts, bring them to me.

208.

Helena 7 days ago
"Bring me the donuts, my friend..."

209.

Craig Jacobs 7 days ago
Screw t-shirts - I want donuts.

210.

Derrick Robinson 7 days ago
400k!
Astounding... Keep it up everyone!! :D

211.

Lothar 7 days ago
Does it have to be the U4 engine?
Epic Citadel runs on Android, iOS and HTML5
http://www.unrealengine.com/showcase/mobile/epic_citadel/

212.

Olive 7 days ago
Myst is without a doubt my favorite computer game. I got lost in this
mysterious and beautiful world, and when ever I recall my teenage years,
Myst is always there in my memory. So yeah, take my money.

213.

veronica rossos 7 days ago
Myst was my first game obsession. I was 17. I can't wait to become obsessed
all over again! How exciting!

214.

Kathy Ayala 7 days ago
What's all the fuss about the T-shirt and trinkets? I'm so looking forward to
the game. Myst was my first loved game, accounted for many all nighters for
me as a young working mother. Can't wait, if less on T-shirts means more
hidden treasures, I'm good with that!

215.

Jorge Gutierrez 7 days ago
Obduction is the first project I see under the "Popular" category on the front

page!

216.

Helena 7 days ago
Anyone up for creating an 'I backed Obduction' avatar, like Marco's for 'Days
of Dawn' or mine for 'Divinity: Original Sin'?

217.

SilverLimit 7 days ago
@Cyan
Your games were a huge part of my childhood! Glad to see your triumphant
return :D

218.

Alex Rou 7 days ago
@Cyan
NVIDIA recently announced new tech coming next year, are you guys going
to use them in Obduction?
http://hothardware.com/News/NVIDIA-Reveals-New-Game-DevelopmentTools-Flex-GI-Works-Flame-Works-and-More/

219.

CosmicMeeting 7 days ago
Most anticipated return after Tex Murphy, so excited. Good luck in making a
great game, you sure have the skills.

220.

Larry Brown 7 days ago
Glad to see things are progressing... I'm spreading the word as much as I
can!

221.

Stefan Laackman 7 days ago
@overman: haha, i was thinking xactly the same this morning... Great times!

222.

Galit 7 days ago
Voted! Thanks Overmann =)

223.

Overmann 7 days ago
I've always loved the Myst games. I remember playing Riven, I was stuck for
the longest time, till I realized all I had to do was close a door
If anybody uses Woot.com
You might want to go to the Woot Shirt and vote for Strangers Arrival Myst
shirt
http://shirt.woot.com/derby/entry/74723/strangers-arrival

224.

Pedasn 7 days ago
i hope this project keeps this progress going. would be a shame not getting it
heavily overfunded. so much potential.

225.

Nathan Flowers 7 days ago
I realize Robyn would not likely be coming back to join the team, but what are
the chances Richard Vander Wende would come back to join the team.

226.

Marie-Andree Poisson 7 days ago
Bryan is totally right. Virtual add-ons are a much better deal for the
creators ... and for international backers who pay a premium on shipping.

227.

Bryan Powell 7 days ago
Here's something about tshirts, and physical rewards in general, that we
have to understand. The money to fulfill these reward comes out of the
game's budget! So they ultimately don't add much value to the publisher.
Let's say they add tshirts for $20, and just do make their base goal, selling
3,711 tshirts along the way. Now let's say the cost to produce and ship the
shirt is $10 for sake of argument. That's $37,110 they have to spend sending
out shirts. That might not seem like much compared to $1.1 mil, but that's an
entire year's salary for one employee. And that's just from tshirts. These
things add up. Try not to think about rewards so much on the front end.
You're not buying a tshirt so much as being given a tshirt as a thank you for
contributing such a large amount.

228.

Sean T. Arata 7 days ago
@Matthijs I wouldn't be surprised if the t-shirt is added as an add-on later. In
my experience, these are typically included in the 2nd half of a Kickstarter
and not right off the bat.

229.

Talon Edgewater 7 days ago
Could we get clarification as to whether the art book is hard or softcover?

230.

Seba 7 days ago
Speaking of the books, always wanted to have a hardcover of the Myst
Reader on my shelf, but I suppose that would be a little out of place for a
reward.
Have to say, times are good when Cyan are talking about Easter Eggs
again ;)

231.

Matthijs van Wolferen 7 days ago
I am really happy to be able to be a part of this wonderful project. I am one of
those nerds that actually read the MYST books as well :) Can I ask one small
thing? T-shirt at lower backer levels than $120? I would love one, and pay a
bit more, however 120 bucks is over my head.

232.

K.W. 7 days ago
What little help I can provide, I have. :) I know that this will be a great game,
I'm looking forward to it. <3

233.

Greta - KG Pinkerton Rd AGL589 Mem. AGRM 7 days ago
I understand that WIne adds a layer - how can it not if its translating. But if
you are playing game that is a single player on you own machine - how is
that a security risk.
I hope this is a single player game and not MMO. While I would adore a new
world to explore like Myst - I'm not interested in a online game.

234.

Dawn D on Oct 19
I second what Protected said. Love some levels under $250 as well. I want
the art book, but not really any of the other physical goods that come with the
250 level. (Plus I can't really afford that much right now…)
That said, the artbook and other physical goods would be great add-ons ;)

235.

Marco Meijer on Oct 19
@David Mulder
WINE still has to translate most, if not all, instructions to something Linux can
understand. If something has to pass through two libraries instead of one,
that means more processing power is required for this action, and nothing is
gained from the use of this extra power. The processing power is just lost. An
added compatibility layer will always add such inefficiencies, since it
essentially turns computing power into compatibility. There are some games
that can be played on WINE and still work at high framerates, with few or no
bugs, as though they were running on Windows. The list of games that work
this well on WINE is very limited and most of these games are pretty old
(partly because they require so little computational power by today's
standards that you won't miss the extra resources that are needed for
compatibility and partly because the WINE developers have had more time
making WINE work well with those specific games). There is always a
slowdown, it just depends on the game if it's visible. And then WINE is also a
security issue. In the end, it is not an option for a new game that's supposed
to raise a few standards, or at least live up to those standards.
Now HTML5 is just something I would need to see. I am somewhat skeptical
(perhaps because I'm a bit old-fashioned in my view on the use of HTML for
things that aren't websites), but I expect a lot more from that path. It might be
a viable option for a modern game.

236.

BigD-Zeebarfed since 2013 on Oct 19
I just posted about Obduction over on Kickstart Ventures on the theory that a
little good publicity never hurts:
http://www.kickstartadventure.com/home/currently-kickstarting-obduction/

237.

Protected on Oct 19
Let me add my voice to those requesting:
* Linux support
* More tiers below $250
In particular, the difference between the digital and boxed tiers is difficult to
swallow for those outside the U.S. We effectively have to pay double to get
the exact same thing plus a cardboard box. Could you sweeten that deal?

238.

Rainer Kesselschlaeger on Oct 19
Cyan, don't make a new MYST, but think about making a new Word or
Excel :D
Yes, just kidding... but see, your greatest fans are used to do different
thinking, away from the mainstream. This is why they love MYST, and maybe
because MYST influenced them.We HAVE to think different, and are used to
do.
That said, it does not surprise me to hear so many calls for Linux here. Not
talking about me, I will be happy with a Windows version. But especially your
fans like to use alternative software, like Gimp, Blender or Linux. This is not
only because these are for nuts, but because they are open-source, and
independent.
You really do know how it feels to be free and independent, because now
you're doing this thing again without a publisher.
This is not another beg of mine to please do it - in the end it just depends on
if it can be done technically - just intended as something to think about and to
understand why there are so many calls for Linux here.

239.

Withnail on Oct 19
I think there should be a pledge level for Beta access to the game, there are
too many $25 tiers here.

240.

David Mulder on Oct 19
@Mark Terrano: Just because the engine supports it doesn't make it
automagically work well. There's a lot more to supporting the rift then only

getting the view technically support it. Control schemes, menus, cutscenes
and a lot more has to be different for VR. It's doable but not something that
autmoatically happens. And especially if you do it from the start it's not that
expensive. Like 3 developers in one month time could make a *really* solid
basis which would equal about $15000 or something on a budget of
$1100000? Now, if we take into account around 30000 developer kits having
been sold the number of consumer versions will be far higher and most will
want to buy the better games available which will be kinda limited, so those
$15000 should be earned back quote easily (600 copies only)

241.

David Mulder on Oct 19
@Marco Meijer: *if* wine works for a game there is virtually no slowdown,
look up the tech behind wine@"inefficient layer".
And @webgl (html5): the advantage is that you can run it multiplatform on
mostly any platform on a fairly efficient engine. It's not native still, but the idea
of being multiplatform, easy to launch and hard(er) to pirate is something to
consider.

242.

Greg Szemiot on Oct 19
I admit it's not going to be as good as a native version, but it does give some
wiggle room for Cyan if it's efficient enough.

243.

Marco Meijer on Oct 19
I'm a bit sceptical about using HTML for whatever myself. It's not native, and
therefore inefficient, although i might be somewhat of an old-fashioned
thinker about these things. It would mean you'd have to use your browser to
play the game, and I as well as a lot of other people hate it when games must
use the browser, although this could easily be circumvented by building a
stand-alone browser that just opens this game and does not have a real GUI
of itself. Firefox is already open source, all you'd need to do is take the code,
remove the GUI itself and set the page that is opened at start. That can't be
difficult. The only problem left would be if Cyan wanted to use some form of
DRM, which HTML5 doesn't support yet apart from third party plugins, but
looking at the FAQ this does not seem to be much of an issue either.

In short, the only problem with an HTML5 version of the game would be its
efficiency and it being an ugly solution from a developers point of view, but it
might do the trick and might be better than nothing.

244.

Marco Meijer on Oct 19
It's not true that OpenGL support is required for games to run in WINE,
although it would probably help. Especially since there has been less time for
the developers to get new technology (such as later DirectX versions)
working on WINE, and this game will be based on a modern engine that can
use this new technology. But there are enough games that are based on
DirectX that do run in WINE.
My biggest doubt is if even OpenGL support will enable this game to run on
WINE. WINE still adds a very inefficient layer between the game and the
hardware. Also, WINE is a bit of a security risk, which is why I generally don't
think of it as an option. I run older Windows games in a virtual machine, and
newer Windows games I either don't bother with, or "borrow" so I can quickly
finish the single player campaign and then never bother with them again.

245.

Greg Szemiot on Oct 19
Wouldn't this http://www.shacknews.com/article/78492/epic-details-shows-offunreal-engine-4-tools mean that Linux support is possible via HTML5?

246.

Destineer on Oct 19
Unless the windows version of UE4 supports OpenGL rendering, which I find
unlikely, then it has no hope of running under WINE. Bioshock Infinite has the
same problem. Really the only hope is if Epic ports the engine, or if a stretch
goal allows Cyan to do it.

247.

Peggy Youell on Oct 19
I feel like such an outlier on here with my Windows PC. :/

248.

Joss Manger on Oct 19
Well, those shots of Cyan's interior look amazing. Look at all those props
from Riven! Rand's looking good too. :)

249.

macrobb simpson on Oct 19
Having played Myst and Riven back in the day for long periods of time, I'm
interested to see this new project.
That being said, I'm really hoping for Linux support, as it's all I use these
days. Making sure it works well enough in Wine would be my second hope,
but Wine's never as good as the real thing.
Either way, good luck!

250.

Dennis Glowacki on Oct 19
Oh forgot to mention I also have access to UE4. Great to see you guys using
it!

251.

Dennis Glowacki on Oct 19
I'm a 3D Environment Artist. Can I pledge to help make assets haha!

252.

Kate W on Oct 19
@Matt Giuca - thanks, worked perfectly!

253.

Ophryon on Oct 19
@Greta - Oh, no! I'm the same way: terrible motion sickness after 20 minutes
with an FPS. I can do RPG if there's a full body character to center on - but of
course a Cyan game won't have that (nor would I expect it to). I didn't even
think about that when pledging, since this is such an obvious YES for me.
Oh, well, I suppose I'll just swallow my ginger capsules and ibuprofen and
enjoy the game in small doses. That's how much love I have for this series! :)

254.

Matt Giuca on Oct 19
@Kate W: If the Kickstarter video player is giving you trouble, you can view
the video on Google+ which uses the YouTube player:
https://plus.google.com/u/0/100160929999558765881/posts/LAdUezCQ6js

255.

Matt Giuca on Oct 19
@Greta: Exactly, that's why Myst V had the classic controls. I think it's cool
that Cyan did that so even gamers that get vertigo from the free look mode
can still enjoy the game.

256.

Greta - KG Pinkerton Rd AGL589 Mem. AGRM on Oct 19
There's an advantage to the slide show. As you call it! No vertigo.

257.

Matt Giuca on Oct 19
According to http://cyan.com/realmyst-update/, the upcoming realMyst
Masterpiece Edition will let you "explore every inch using standard 3d
controls, or choose to relive the experince using classic point and click
controls." Just like Myst V. I can't see why Obduction would not have the
same choice.

258.

Chris Hugo on Oct 19
In response to a question about the degree of gameplay immersion, Cyan
says:
"Obduction will have fluid movement in a realtime 3D environment - not the
slideshow frame-to-frame that Myst had." Just in case you missed this as I
did, this is exactly what should be expected of a game based on Unreal 4.
There is every reason to back this effort and continue the legacy of Cyan,
one of the most iconic PC game creators.

259.

Greta - KG Pinkerton Rd AGL589 Mem. AGRM on Oct 19
@Maaten - yes I do mean those ones where you can spin 360 from a fixed
point - ick!

260.

Greta - KG Pinkerton Rd AGL589 Mem. AGRM on Oct 19
Not sure I'm familiar with the unreal engine - I don't do much RPG and
definitely not FPS, mainly PnC adventure.

261.

Maarten Dijkstra on Oct 19
@greta - kg
Do you mean the old-school quicktime type of view whereby you spin the
whole view from a fixed point? If so, then no - this will be a fully 3d world in

which to walk around. It will use the Unreal 4 engine, and that's the same as
FPS games.

262.

Greta - KG Pinkerton Rd AGL589 Mem. AGRM on Oct 19
Will the graphics in this be the type that is 360 view? where you literally can
scroll in a continuous 360 circle? This concerns me as I have yet to be able
to play any game like this. Every time I try I wind up with a head ache and
nauseous.

263.

Kate W on Oct 19
I backed this even though the video on the main page crashes my display
driver! Many years ago I remember being summoned to a friend's house to
solve an 'unsolvable' puzzle in a game he was playing. The game was Myst
and the puzzle involved a musical note recognition thing - unfortunately my
friend was tone deaf, fortunately I'm not and solved it straight away! I think I
pretty much went out and bought the game immediately. Looking forward to
see what Obduction turns into...

264.

Crosmando on Oct 19
I'm disappointed they are doing it in real-time 3D, though it's understandable
(because of modern resolutions). There's something charming and authentic
about the pre-rendered graphics of Myst and Riven that I don't believe
realMyst or End of Ages was able to quite capture. That and every game I've
played on new Unreal Engine has a "plastic" look about it, though I'm sure it
comes down to the artists involved.
Other than that I'm excited for this game/project.

265.

Matt Giuca on Oct 19
Regarding DRM, the FAQ says that "the digital downloads will depend on the
distributors." Would Cyan be willing to commit to making sure at least one
distributor sells the game DRM-free after launch, and making the digital
download available to backers via that channel? There are at least two DRMfree digital download services (GOG.com and Humble Store). (I'm a Box
backer, but I have friends who want to back the digital download but want a
DRM-free option.)

266.

GAMEHORDER on Oct 19
Does the physical box edition come with a manual or is it just a empty hollow
box with a DVD?

267.

Alycia Shedd on Oct 19
I was eleven when Myst first came out, and it blew my mind. I would be
thrilled to see more from you guys.

268.

Jami Nord on Oct 19
I'm a little nervous about the hardware specs that might be needed, but by
the time this actually gets made, I'm sure I'll upgrade my old desktop anyway.

269.

Kevin Dombrowski on Oct 19
@Patrick Karjala: Uh, yeah, no. I'm already supporting this game. I think $75
for a shirt is asking a bit much.

270.

Dean Thrasher on Oct 19
I'm excited to see what the next series from Cyan is like. I've played Myst and
Riven, and even have three of the books on my shelf. Let's hit that funding
goal!

271.

Linklinker on Oct 19
Myst made a difference in my life and I want to thank you guys for it. I believe
in you Cyan!

272.

Pyraxis on Oct 19
The first time my parents let me stay up until midnight, it was New Year's and
we were all playing Myst. That game is the reason I got into the video game
industry as a 3d artist and I'm honored to have the chance to support Cyan's
new game. The universe just became a better place for having this project in
it. It's awesome to see so many fans coming out of the woodwork and I have
no doubt the game will pass its funding goals and be fantastic.

273.

Jose Cardoso on Oct 19
@DrMerlin So you've bought 50 brand new, totally original, un-discounted PC
titles each for $15? No I didn't think so.
This Kickstarter does not need an insulting $15 tier.

274.

Greg Szemiot on Oct 19
I'd love Linux support seeing as Linux is slowly gaining momentum as the
gaming OS these days (yeah, not yet in terms of marketshare, but SteamOS
should change that). However, I know that Linux support is pretty tied to Epic
and the UE4 supported platforms. Here's hoping. I will be increasing my
pledge in the future, just need another paycheck :P

275.

Pedasn on Oct 19
i love the artstyle on this project. i never played Myst or Riven, but i'd say its
never too late

276.

Scott M. Bruner on Oct 19
I find the complaints about the $25 fee unconscionable. You have to be
seriously kidding. First, it's an absurdly reasonable fee - one I think is actually
a bit low. Two, this isn't a pre-order, it's an investment in a game (and
hopefully new series) that you believe in. Getting the game is gravy.

277.

Marco Meijer on Oct 19
If Linux support came through, it would be interesting if you could register
which OS every player uses. Linux seems to be a big deal in the comments. I
wonder how much of a big deal it would prove in reality, and what the
Windows/Mac/Linux distribution would be like. Those would be interesting
statistics.

278.

Jeff Klinger on Oct 19
I just did the math, and as of right now, the average pledge is $53.48
Cyan fans are a dedicated bunch, aren't we?

279.

Fireside on Oct 19
The doughnuts they keep mentioning in their updates must be a clue of some
kind.

280.

Gabriel Bauman on Oct 19
Didn't even have to think about this one. I grew up with the Manhole, Myst,
Riven, and others, and I've always admired Cyan's work. I'm a software
developer today because I just *had* to make my own worlds too. I got my
start picking apart the Riven data files and modding the game's state
machine.
Every year I seem to find myself joining the old Java chat on Cho and poking
around online to see if Cyan is doing anything new. So glad you've all
decided to forge ahead with another massive project! Wish I could do more
than send money.
Please consider Linux users. I know you're dependent on Unreal, which has
historically been unsupported on Linux, but with Steam moving to the
penguin maybe there is hope this time.
Between Obduction and Star Citizen, this has been a great year. May you
double your ask.

281.

Nathaniel Quinn Lollar on Oct 19
I live in Spokane. This is great. If you guys need a Maya modeler or rigger or
maybe animator, let me know.

282.

Zachary Charland on Oct 19
If anyone is interested, Robyn Miller's remastered Myst Soundtrack is

available for listening and purchasing here: http://www.loudr.fm/release/mystthe-soundtrack/E8uCB

283.

Marie-Andree Poisson on Oct 19
Would love the digital artbook as an add-on!

284.

Patrick Karjala on Oct 19
@Kevin Dombrowski: Back at the $120 level or more and it includes a shirt.

285.

Evan Smith on Oct 19
@DrMerlin also as Rand said its not your average game so they are having a
hard time finding support which is why they turned to kickstarter and the
community. Its not simply reordering the game its helping fund the
development.

286.

Bryan Powell on Oct 19
Come on guys, let's step it up and get this thing done. I'm bumping mine up a
couple of levels. Don't just think about the rewards. You're investing in
visionaries at Cyan. These guys created a fantastic experience, and in doing
so literally created a market and a way of thinking. People bought CD drives
so they could play Myst. Riven, to me, is the best video game ever made in
any genre. And Uru was a concept possibly 20 years ahead of its time. Just
think of that sense of wonder you get just from watching the quaint little Cyan
logo intro and hearing that music. This is bigger than this game. This is
something important. Cyan is saying help us create a new world. That can
apply to our own world, too. Because I want to live in a world where these
people continue to do what they do, and inspire others, and the ripple effect
is endless.

287.

Kevin Dombrowski on Oct 19
Can we get physical add-ons? I'd really like a shirt.

288.

Larry Brown on Oct 19
As much of a 'tightwad' that I can be, I didn't think twice about a generous
pledge. I have met, both on line and in person (thank you Mysterium...) some
pretty amazing people because of my personal involvement in Uru both
through the Guild Of Greeters and work on the D'ni Games. The thought of
this project being anything other than truly amazing is out of the realm of
possibility. Here's to a successful drive. I can't wait to play! --Rex Havoc--

289.

Rob Alinder on Oct 19
I played URU as a beta tester for 4 or 5 years and I also bought the game 4
or 5 times. It was worth every cent and this kickstarter, is also worth every
cent. Pledge as much as you can and let's get this game made.

290.

Maarten Dijkstra on Oct 19
@drmerlin I understand where you are coming from. Many of the games I
now buy on PC are via Steam, and I buy almost all of them steeply
discounted on sale. However, that is for games that are already out and
mostly quite some time. I've also bought plenty of games at a full price of $15
or less. These tend to be smaller games by smaller teams and independants.
Kickstarting a game isn't about pre-ordering a game. It's about supporting a
game to get it made. Without the support, the games don't exist, and you
can't buy them later on sale. I've backed really big games like Star Citizen,
which now stands at $23 million. I've also backed Limit Theory, which is a
game being made by just one guy. One guy. I didn't even really back the

game, as much as I backed the idea of him taking a chance and getting to
make his own game. He's only in his 20's and I felt like taking a chance and
giving him the opportunity to live his dream. Turns out it is going really really
well, and I look forward to playing it. And if I'd waited until it was on sale on
Steam, I doubt it would be being coded right now.
So. I'm backing Cyan and all the folks working there because I like the idea
of another game by the people tht brought me Myst and Riven, both of which
I loved dearly. I'd like to play something like that again, with today's
technology. So I'm taking a chance. Maybe the game won't be that good. But
it beats it not existing at all. Besides, with their pedigree and experience I'm
pretty sure it will be great.
By all means back only $1. Heck, you could even pull that out, wait for it to be
evenually released, and then wait for a sale. Me, I'm investing in a dream, an
opportunity, and a great bunch of people.

291.

Peter Hegedus on Oct 19
Just backed for Digital Collectors'. Cheers! ;)

292.

Dana Brightman on Oct 19
The $25 tier also includes Concept art by Martiniere That kind of stuff is not
cheap and is so collectible it makes it worth it IMO

293.

Claire Whitmore on Oct 19
Very excited about this! Myst and Riven were an incredibly important part of
my childhood. Best of luck, and can't wait to see what happens. (I know it will
be amazing!)

294.

Joshua Sauer on Oct 19
@DrMerlin. Yeah, most of my last 50 PC games were under $15 as well.
However, how many of those were bought at release (much less from a
company that had made some of my favorite games of all time)? Almost
none, in my case. If you really don't think this game will be worth $25, then I
can pretty much guarantee you that, if you are patient, you'll be able to get it
for that under $15 price point from Steam at some point. I am more than
willing to pay what I consider a reasonable price for a high quality PC
adventure game. Usually, I am thriftier than that, this is true, but I'm willing to
pay the premium to get this as soon as it is released, and to contribute to it
actually GETTING released. I don't consider $25 for a PC game at all
abnormal, and that is generally AT LEAST what I expect to for any major
release (which I would consider this to be, personally) if purchased at
release. Usually I wait for a sale, and anybody that is unwilling to pay $25 for
this can do so as well. To expect to be able to get a game like this at release
for $15 seems...a bit low to me. But that could be me just showing the value I
attach to it being a new Cyan exploration/adventure game.

295.

TrueStoryGuy on Oct 19
Best wishes on the success of your campaign!

296.

Jim Clark on Oct 19
Those of us that think that Cyan are up to doing the project are backing it
with significant pledges. I actually only paid a dollar myself but only because
my partner pledged $75 to get us the boxed set as a present. As we use a
joint bank acount you could call it two $38 pledges.

297.

Roxane Tourigny on Oct 18
Let's compare apples with apples.
Obsidian asked for $25 per game with a $20 early bird tier and asked for 1,1
million for Project Eternity.
Red thread games asked for $25 per game, also with an early bird tier of $20
and asked for 800k for Dreamfall Chapters: The Longest journey.
inXile did the same pledge tier wise and aimed for 900k for Torment: Tides of

Numenera.
So Cyan isn't out of line at all and if they aim for a high quality game, they
should budget their tiers and the price of their game in consequence. I agree
that we should have some $5 or $10 tiers, as Helena mentions.

298.

Paskarl on Oct 18
30% !!!

299.

Marin / Petard on Oct 18
25 bucks for a potentially unique and amazing experience compared to (yes
I'll go there) COD which is more than double every year for the practically
same thing? Yea 25 is waaaay too much.

300.

Helena on Oct 18
This is not some startup dev asking for $10k to make a pixel-art game.
Creating a top-notch adventure costs serious money - Riven cost several
million dollars, IIRC, and that was back in the 1990s. They can't afford to
price this at $10 or $15 when the goal is over $1m - and considering that
comparable projects such as Dreamfall: Chapters charged a similar amount
for the base game, why on earth should they?
The lack of options for lower-tier backers is a different matter. I suggested
earlier that it might be a good idea to add another tier - $5 or $10, say - giving
access to the backer forums, wallpapers etc. But I really don't think $25 for
the game itself is at all unreasonable; as Ryan pointed out, it's already a
significant discount from typical retail prices.

301.

François Starke on Oct 18
Oh wow... Was hoping for Uru sequel KS campaign, but this is definitely as
good! :))

302.

DrMerlin on Oct 18
@Sean- you're right that it's not the same as a store. A store is cash-andcarry. At kickstarter, the best case scenario is that you don't get the game for
quite a long time- the worst case is that you never get it.
The truth is- kickstarter campains need all sorts of backers. I've donated big
on kickstarters that I thought really needed my money. I've donated the
lowest tier on other kickstarters where I just wanted to get the product when it
gets released. Both kinds of backers add to the pot- both make the game (or
whatever) happen. By not having a ~$15 tier, they are basically turning away
that low tier backer. As I said in my previous post, this looks to be doing well
enough that maybe this one doesn't need the low tier backer.
@Ryan- The last 50 PC games I bought were all under $15.

303.

Porcupine on Oct 18
@Sean and that's the only reason I'm backing this here - I've never paid nor
would I ever contemplate to pay that kind of money for a game that's already
completed, at retail. I have other ways of getting them for far, far, *far* less and no they're not the way you're thinking about right now. Nevertheless,
through the 70+ projects I've backed so far, bare-bones access a game
generally came for less than the $25 mentioned. That's all I'm here to
acknowledge, after it was mentioned a few posts below.

304.

Ryan S. Davis on Oct 18
I pledged just now in order to respond to some comments.
For anyone complaining about $25 price tag being too high--you are crazy.
How much does a new Xbox game cost? $50?$60? How about the last PC
game you bought? When the Myst sequels were being released, I think they
were all over $25--and that was 10 years ago! $25 is utterly fair for this.
And to DrMerlin specifically--you signed "faithful Myst fan since 1993" yet you

don't feel a new game from Cyan is worth more than $15?? Doesn't sound
much like a faithful Myst fan to me.

305.

Sean T. Arata on Oct 18
@Porcupine Understandable, but Kickstarter is about more than being a
shop for games so thinking about it from that standpoint seems a little odd.
You are not just putting your money in so you can get the game in 2015 but
rather so that you can join with all of the other backers and really help Cyan
make this game. Sometimes it feels like there are far too many people who
try and use Kickstarter as a store which just seems to defeat the purpose.
Still, if it is something that might alienate potential backers than it should be
reviewed by the team. *Stepping off my soapbox :)*

306.

Porcupine on Oct 18
Frankly, the minimum $25 for the game gave me pause too. That's not the
price I'm accustomed to on Kickstarter for a game. In the end, backing this
wasn't an obvious choice at all.

307.

Sean T. Arata on Oct 18
@Jay Strange sentiments given that you backed. We're glad to have you but
I wonder at your aim in having such a bold statement. If you have any
questions for Cyan, this would be a good place for those to be asked.

308.

Jay Gairson on Oct 18
I backed, but have no hope that this will ever get anywhere or become
anything. Cyan has fallen short of its promises so many times in the last
fifteen years, it is just hard to get excited anymore.

309.

Helena on Oct 18
Yeah, $25 is fairly standard for the more ambitious Kickstarters from wellknown devs. Might be good to have a tier somewhere between $1 and $25,
though.

310.

brisingre on Oct 18
That isn't as unusual as it used to be, at least among big-name kickstarters.

311.

DrMerlin on Oct 18
I could be in a big minority here- but I found the $25 price of the 'get-thegame' tier to be too high. As far as I can tell, most video game kickstarters
offer the game at a $15 tier. At $15, you would have a pledge from me. Until
then, my pledge will remain at $1.
However, you seem to be well on track to make your goal, so perhaps you
will not care about my money by the end.
Matt- faithful Myst fan since 1993.

312.

Helena on Oct 18
OK, now that we've hit 30%, I'd like to see a proper update. In-engine
screens, music samples, links to press articles or interviews... c'mon, Cyan,
give me an excuse to throw more money at you. ;-)

313.

Jeremy Gottwig on Oct 18
I left a more substantial "so excited" note last night, but I just wanted to take
a moment to echo those requesting a Linux or even a SteamOS port.

314.

Alexandr Dorogikh on Oct 18
I am almost in ecstasy, really!!
Myst/Riven are the best games ever.
pleeaase, add russian subtitles to the game ))

315.

KT421 on Oct 18
I'd like to echo Colin's idea; learning to read and count in D'ni was one of the
achievements of my childhood, and while I can't read the letters fluently
anymore, I still know the numbering system by heart.

316.

Colin Arenz on Oct 18
One of the aspects of this style of game that I've enjoyed greatly is puzzles
that require significant investment, such as figuring out a new number system
or deciphering an alphabet or language. Examples in Riven, Fez and Rama.
Are you planning to include puzzles of this level of difficulty or personal
investment?
As an aside, this could be a means of unlocking optional areas that could add
additional context to the main story.

317.

Kenton Watson on Oct 18
I wonder if we'll hit 400k today.

318.

Christian Schytte on Oct 18
What kind of Specs do this game requires? ( graficcard, RAM, Harddisk
space ect)

319.

Jordan Bartee on Oct 18
I'll echo those asking about a PS4 stretch goal. Console support would be
incredible and open this up to more people.

320.

brisingre on Oct 18
Yeah, this is basically a sure thing, given how Kickstarters tend to go.
I'm so excited!

321.

Sean T. Arata on Oct 18
I'm liking the upward trending. Getting to 30% in the first few days all but
guarantees success based on the history of Kickstarter.

322.

William on Oct 18
I am so excited for CYAN and this step, Rand, that you and company are
taking, I could bust! I am certainly contributing now and hope to be able to
increase before the next 28 days are over. Hopefully many, many, many
others will do the same. I think they will based on the level of support I am

seeing from the current trend in just the second day. This is very, incredibly,
exciting! No game, seemed like so much more at the time, sparked my
imagination and excitement as Myst, Riven and finally, URU have. I am
looking forward to, as you stated Rand, "CYAN doing what it does best!" With
a new story, a new wonderfully immersive adventure!

323.

Gabriel Fischer on Oct 18
How about a "Works with castAR" stretch goal?
http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/technicalillusions/castar-the-mostversatile-ar-and-vr-system

324.

Seba on Oct 18
And little hint for those that want to work on it themselves - You'll need the
forums anyway ;)

325.

Kristofer Hoyos on Oct 18
@Those wonder about the embedded words in the video... There is a thread
over at Cyan Forums that uncovers some interesting stuff. Seems like Cyan
launched a real-life puzzle solving game with their Kickstarter video. Starts
on Page 39 of the thread: http://forums.cyan.com/viewtopic.php…

326.

Fuzzy Puffin on Oct 18
@Marcos you can play riven in OS X with RivenX:
http://www.devklog.net/rivenx/

327.

Ahenobarbus on Oct 18
wou, over 300k already! Keep it going

328.

Patrick M. Collier on Oct 18
@Joan Zalot Mind blown... I don't know how I missed that on my first three
watches of the video... very clever... wonder what the three words mean?

329.

Richard Roberts on Oct 18
I remember my Dad buying me Myst when I was around 11 or 12. Very fond
memories. Can't wait for this!

330.

Patrick on Oct 18
Instantly pledged! Riven was one of my first games and one of the most
mindblowing until now.

331.

John Hann on Oct 18
I think PS4/XBone support as a stretch goal would be great! With Unreal 4 it
shouldn't be a huge development effort, but there might be some licensing
and certification costs there...

332.

Leon Sparnaaij on Oct 18
@Sean T. Arata: If it is not going to be a poorly made port or anything like
that (From PC to console or vice versa), they should only stretch it, when
they can do it properly.

333.

Sean T. Arata on Oct 18
Anyone interested in a PS4 stretch goal? The Witness from Jonathon Blow is
a nice atmosphere heavy game and this team includes a world builder from
that game as well!

334.

Destineer on Oct 18
It's cool to see how much Linux support there is in the comments so far. I
thought I was going to be "that guy" by mentioning it, but sounds like support
it strong. I too will increase my pledge further if support is confirmed, even if
as a stretch goal.

335.

Diana on Oct 18
Some more details, like pictures from the game would be nice :)

336.

Marcos Huerta on Oct 18
So excited to see Cyan making a new Mac/PC game, I pledged without
hesitation.

Can I just say I'd pay good money for Myst and Riven in the Mac app store.
There's really no way to experience them on the Mac these days (and they
take up a lot of space for iOS)

337.

Zachary Charland on Oct 18
Just to let everyone know, Cyan has a Pinterest.
http://www.pinterest.com/cyaninc/ Wow, the Cyan PR machine is back in full
swing! It's like 1995 all over again!

338.

Joan Zalot on Oct 18
Clever, clever Cyan! In true Myst style there are three mysterious words that
appear in the video. Not going to give them away...go and watch for
yourselves, people! Now...what do they mean??

339.

Ian Haken on Oct 18
Like quite a few other commenters, I'm holding out on a bigger contribution
until I hear about Linux support. There seems to be some demand for it, so it
seems like a worthy (and tractable) stretch goal to me!

340.

Robbert de Groot on Oct 18
I loved Myst and Riven. The only criticisms with them were few.
1. I'm terrible with color. If you have color puzzles make it so that you can
identify the different parts with a symbol as well as color. Riven was a bit
infuriating with one of their puzzles because of this.
2. Hunting for the tiny clickable part was sometimes a pain. I like to enjoy my
games.
But other than that, I loved the games, the visuals and the creativity. Looking

forward to play Obduction.

341.

Broc Davies on Oct 18
Cyan, I sorely miss your creativity and genius. Let's bring back memories of
wonder and discovery! This kickstarter MUST SUCCEED.

342.

Rubin Abdi on Oct 18
Another $1 backer. I will give you fists full of money while playing a
saxaphone and riding a flaming bicycle into the cleft, if you provided Linux
support on release. Thanks!

343.

David Hennes on Oct 18
Myst was a true love of a game of mine. Now older it still has a place in my
heart. With that alone I be glad to give to an idea of a game like that one.

344.

Sean T. Arata on Oct 18
@Seba Wasn't sure where you were going with that but I think we can all
trust Cyan on this. Glad you decided to take the plunge.

345.

Seba on Oct 18
Ugh, what horrible timing. The reward package for one of the few finished
projects I'd backed has been missing in action for months now,

communication is severely lacking, and there have been some... unfortunate
to say the least developments in the company responsible for that project
lately.
So I'm not exactly aching to dip any further into the Kickstarter machine at
the moment.
... but You put Rand in front of the camera, and my pointer auto-clicks on
"pledge". Shorah folks!

346.

Steve on Oct 18
Very very happy to see this! I'm sure we will be over 1.1 mil in no time!

347.

Philip Shook on Oct 18
Woo Hoo! When it came to games, Myst and Riven became my first true
loves! Considering the advancements in computing, I think this new game will
be nothing short of SPECTACULAR! Three cheers to Cyan to taking this
route. It'll only be after the success of it will others [companies] realize
they've missed the boat. Hence I more than HAPPY to be a backer for this
project!

348.

Andreas Bauer on Oct 18
Yay! Finally!
MYST and Riven were my first true 'game love' and these games and their
soundtrack will both always have a very special place in my heart.
And to see Cyan take on another big adventure - I am really glad to see this
day!
Of course signed up already, yet I would love to get more involved. Is there
any way?
If you still need trouble shooters, alpha testers, code cleaners, render
wranglers, or heck a shader writer (that is what I do professionally) please let
me know!
Would seriously _love_ to get more involved, in whatever form - though the
$10,000 reward is probably a bit too 'ouch' sadly...

349.

Patrick J. Gray on Oct 18
I just started a Kickstarter for a book that was hugely inspired by games like
Myst and Riven. Finding this Kickstarter made my day, and I had to become
a backer right away. My book, Nimossany, wouldn't exist without Cyan Inc.'s
inspirational titles.

350.

Daniel Bartholomew on Oct 18
Looks like this has the potential to be a great game! Just a "Moral Supporter"
for now. Once a Linux version is announced, I'll be on board as a "Digital
Collector". :)

351.

Mehmet Acr on Oct 18
Great game! I am over 30 and considered myself elite gamer when I finished
Myst series. Although lost connection with the Uru, this game will turn me
back to my young memories. I guess there were a lot of elite gamers like me
here so pledge amount will be over 2 million dollars I hope.

352.

Aimfri on Oct 18
I remember watching my dad playing Riven when I was a kid. I tried several
times to finish the game by myself but only managed to when I was 17 or
so... And that game remains the best ever made to my eyes, the first, solid,
undeniable proof that videogame making is "art" in the highest meaning of
that word. Every single word of this Kickstarter page sent chills of delight and
hope through my spine. If you guys manage to fund that project, you better
make it amazing. I'm very confident you will. Godspeed !

353.

Goossens Kathleen on Oct 18
Whootttt! Just happily pledged to this project. Played Myst and Riven with the
kids, long time ago:) Now they're grown-ups... Time to play again:)

354.

Ce Cilia Marie on Oct 18
I remember playing Myst when I was 13 years old and again when I was 19.
Im 30 now and am soo excited...I love games like these and they are so hard
to come across! I am happy to pledge to this project!!!

355.

Ms Wolf on Oct 18
I am so excited for this project! I already pledged for it but I'm still curious, do
we know roughly how long the Art of Obduction book will be, and how big the
exclusive signed poster is going to be?

356.

Dawn D on Oct 18
Congrats on the 300k!!! (And so fast too!)

357.

Derrick Robinson on Oct 18
300k!!!!!111111

358.

Jeff Stolt on Oct 18
I'd love to see some Add-ons. Nothing crazy, but existing rewards broken out
of higher tiers. For example, if I pledge $25, I can get the Digital Artbook for
$X, so I can get pieces I want without pledging a higher tier.

359.

Talon Edgewater on Oct 18
Attention Cyan, Inc, I haveth a question about your art book!
Is the "exclusive Kickstarter limited edition Art of Obduction book" in the $250
tier hardcover or softcover?

360.

Lothar on Oct 18
I am another backer who has pledged $1 who will upgrade my pledge if it
gets Linux native support.
I run only Linux and would love to see this game on Linux.
I love the Cyan Games and I wish they would be re-released on Linux and
Android.

361.

Jason Upson on Oct 18
I'm thrilled to see a new project from Cyan. I really like the "Obduction"
concept and the intro cinematic for this kickstarter really gave me shivers! I
know the visuals are going to be amazing, but what I'm really looking forward
to is the sound design and music. URU and Riven had stunning audio and I
can only imagine what the next generation has to offer.

362.

Kevin Edzenga on Oct 18
For how long I've sat and read pages and books in uru, the many mysts, and
the stories of the d'ni. I played myst when it came out at the age of 6/7 years
old and absolutely loved it. I can't wait for a new game from you guys!!

363.

Greta - KG Pinkerton Rd AGL589 Mem. AGRM on Oct 18
Hey @Sean - I think you are stuttering! lol

364.

Sean T. Arata on Oct 18
@Marin / Petard You should definitely check out their older games. I believe
they are all available through Steam and Gog.com. A little dated but still a
blast.

365.

Marin / Petard on Oct 18
Never played your games but I love the idea and the type of game you want
to make. Funny how I either love murderous hack n slash or calm exploring
and venturing

366.

Maxim Eremeev on Oct 18
Myst was the first game, I purchased by myself for my first PC. And I still get
the chills, when I hear Cyan music, that goes with the logo. So I got my card
out of the wallet before even reading the description or watching the video.

367.

Paskarl on Oct 18
5000+ backer
25%+ of the goal
YEAH !

368.

Aaron Kling on Oct 18
I pledged for the box copy, but would gladly double that for guaranteed native
Linux support or open source at launch (effectively community Linux support
in short order). I loved the Myst series and look forward to the magic of a new
Cyan world.

369.

Kyle Starr on Oct 18
Myst was a huge part of my childhood. I was able to bond with both my father
and step-father as they both played the game (separately) and came to me
for advice and ideas. I would get lost in the strategy guide and even
convinced a teacher that it would suffice as a novel for a book report.
Powerful stuff...
Backed!

370.

theos13 on Oct 18
I am another backer who has pledged $1 who will also upgrade my pledge if
it gets linux native support. You guys make great games but I have switched
away from Windows and run only Linux and would love to see this game on
Linux or SteamOS. Thanks for all the great adventures in the past and good
luck!

371.

David Mulder on Oct 18
Btw, just to be fair, I think your story and depth is going to beat theirs by a
large margin, but just when it gets to atmosphere, gameplay and the feeling
of exploration I expect them to do a better, more enjoyable and innovative job
:P

372.

David Mulder on Oct 18
Please launch with Oculus support (will up my pledge if you do)! And take a
look at The Gallery: Six Elements, personally I am pretty sure they are going
to beat the crap out of Obduction despite their low budget, but the more
competition the better :D

373.

Ryan Daniels on Oct 18
End of the first week*
Although, if the pace keeps up, the end of this week might be possible as
well.

374.

Ryan Daniels on Oct 18
1/4 of the way there!
I predict we will easily make 50% by the end of the week.

375.

Bryan Deemer on Oct 18
I'm so excited for this. I still consider Myst to be the best video game ever,
hands down. Can't wait to lose myself in a new world.
Just bought Riven for the iPad last night so I can re-live that world. And I'm
listening to the Myst soundtrack now. Chills.

376.

Robert Davalos on Oct 18
This comment has been removed by Kickstarter.

377.

Zach Savoy on Oct 18
I think this goes without saying, and seems to be the general consensus from
everyone, but Myst was a wonder to behold and wrap our minds around. It
was mysterious, beautiful, and a joy to get lost in. It was one of the first
games that blew my mind and if you guys bring half of what you've already
been able to produce, you will capture something special.

378.

tobr on Oct 18
$275k - a quarter of the way, in less than 24 hours!

379.

Jedra7609 [Angry Imp Games] on Oct 18
Myst was a revelation for me back in the day, It was beautiful and mysterious
and pretty much took my breath away. Riven was ambitious for the time, but
also very enjoyable. Some of the magic was lost with Uru, but I think you
were ahead of your time with that also. If this project manages to hit the
same wonder as Myst combined with the story and complexity of Riven then
you will make a lot of people very happy! All the very best with the project!

380.

Keiran Burrows on Oct 18
WOW! it is stunning to see Cyan back in the gaming world. Playing the Myst
games was one of the biggest thrills I had as a child. Watching the video sent
gave me goose bumps. The idea behind Obduction sounds amazing and
when coupled with UE4 it should be out of this world! I have been waiting for
someone to take a modern games engine and apply it to these types of
games. THANKYOU! :D
Please make sure that the game is as immersive and enchanting as the Myst
games, particularly Riven and Exile. The graphics, realism, live actors and
music used for these games had a way of sucking you right into the onscreen
world :)
We will support you all the way to the top, and help you to make an amazing ,
beautiful and thrilling game :D

381.

Helena on Oct 18
Looks like we have our first $10k backer. :-)
I watched the video last night, and just hearing the music at the beginning
gave me chills. I hope you take inspiration from Riven above all else,
including all the elements that made it such a great game: the eerie, almost
creepy atmosphere, puzzles arising naturally from the gameworld, photorealistic graphics, and haunting music.
A quick suggestion: it might be good to offer more low-level tiers to
encourage people to upgrade their pledge. For instance, you could offer the
concept art and forum access for $10, and a tier somewhere between $25
and $45 containing the $25 tier + soundtrack. Or you could offer some of
these things separately, as add-ons.

382.

Dawn D on Oct 18
Holy moly! What a number to wake up to! XD
Please check out Knite & the Ghost Lights:
http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/2011341880/knite-and-the-ghost-lights

383.

Tina Hickman on Oct 18
Tony: You can play the digital version and collect the box version?

384.

Nick Roberts - Armikrog.Army$4.96 on Oct 18
I just want to state my absolute love for URU (which can be seen with my
unfinished age that me and 2 others were trying to create). I don't get the
problem people have with it and End Of Ages. Some of the Ages in URU are
among my favorites (Kadish Tolesa and Ahnonay are up there with Channel
Wood, Stoneship, and MYST island). In some ways, I think URU is your
greast work.
I can tell this game will not be hyper real like RIVEN. This game will obviously
be more surreal like MYST and URU, and I am happy with that. As absolutely
amazing RIVEN is, I prefer the more surreal and otherworldly Ages in the
MYST saga.

385.

Tony on Oct 18
If we bid $150 for the physical box instead of $75, will we get 2 boxes? I was
hoping to get one to play, one to collect.

386.

Tina Hickman on Oct 18
I've been watching this KickStarter since I kicked in my contribution nine
minutes after it went live. I imagine that Cyan is once again setting records,
this time by earning over $258,000 in the first 23 hours of going live.
Congratulations, Cyan! Keep it up!
I haven't left myself time to express what the Myst series means to me
without copy pasting what I wrote on their 20th anniversary, so for now, I'll
just echo what others have said. Thanks Cyan. Keep building worlds!

387.

Brook Grewcock on Oct 18
Back in the day when you made Real Myst and then URU you said real time
engines where good enough to create an immersive world to explore, but I
wasn't convinced. Then you made End Of Ages and I still wasn't convinced
and thought you adopted that method over prerendered technology too soon.
Well now I think the tech is good enough and I want you to make the best
adventure game you can because I have complete faith that Obduction is
going to be an amazing experience.

388.

David Holmes on Oct 18
What great news, seeing Cyan back on track with such an ambitious new
game! I see your art and design leads are from Uru and Myst V though, so
+1 to everyone saying that while fantastical, a Riven-ish feel to the universe
would indeed be most appreciated.

389.

Daniel Stensnes on Oct 18
I have pledged $1, but i will upgrade my pledge to a more serious bid, if it
gets linux native support. I would like this in a SteamOS setting, and if that is
not possible, then you can have my $1 pledge. I suspect that will be essential
for me enjoying this game. Thanks anyway, and good luck! :)

390.

Marco Meijer on Oct 18
http://tweakers.net/nieuws/92022/ontwikkelaar-probeert-opvolger-myst-temaken-met-inzameling-via-kickstarter.html
An article about the project on Tweakers.net, a very popular and much visited
Dutch technology website. Now pretty much any somewhat tech savvy Dutch
person knows about the project.

391.

Marcin Wolny on Oct 18
@Maarten Dijkstra - Totally agreed. Though keep in mind that 1million is
quite tight budget for making very realistic game these days. So I really hope
we'll go far further than that and money will be directed to ascetics and
polishing details in the game :).

392.

Maarten Dijkstra on Oct 18
I agree with Marco and others - please go for the realism and aged/worn
qualities of Riven. Riven was fantastical, but felt remarkably real.
Also - $250,000. Awesome :)

393.

Josh Wardell on Oct 18
A quarter of a million dollars in under 24 hours!

394.

Marco Bauriedel on Oct 18
I totally agree with the feelings that so many people share here.
I was playing Myst and Riven as a child and strongly believe it influenced me
to get where I am as a Digital Artist and problem solving TD today.
Please go for maximum realism like Riven; no cartoon/Computergame look
like End of Ages!
It even more supports the feeling to be inside those worlds.

395.

Alexandre Maneta on Oct 18
I waited years.... Myst still is in my memories as one epic game. You have my
support.

396.

Kent William Innholt on Oct 18
Never actually backed a kickstarter until now. As others have said already,
Myst and Riven were very special indeed, and even though Uru, Path of the
Shell and Myst V all had some issues, I wouldn't be without either of those
either. Of course, Exile and Revelation were great games as well.
However, what killed it for me with this Kickstarter was the combination of the
instant shot of nostalgia from the Cyan logo intro, followed by two minutes of
"huh?" and magic in equal measure. The concept art looks astonishing, and
exactly like the kind of place I'd like to visit in a puzzle adventure.
Dear Cyan and dear Rand, thank you for all that you've done so far. This
looks like the most exciting project yet.

397.

Aralis on Oct 18
Good to see you back in the video-game news!
It reminds me how nostalgic i am when i see the 4 letters of Myst. Years after
years, it becomes my favorite saga, even the books (the real one ^^) sent
you in another worlds just with words.
Can't wait to see what's going out of your new idea. Wish you the best!
See you the Obduction world. ;)

398.

Maarten Dijkstra on Oct 18
Great to see so many people sharing the same feelings on this; the "this is a
no-brainer, i'm backing it" and the "i played this all those years ago and still
remember and treasure it" comments exactly echo my own sentiments.
I hope you get the funding you wish for, and then some.
And yes PLEASE - put in Oculus Rift support. It's the one new thing in
gaming that is piquing my interest. After playing games for the last 32 of my
42 years, OR is something to look forward to, and this would be an amazing

way to experience Obduction :)

399.

Alexandre Devilliers on Oct 18
Myst was one of the first game I played on my newly bought computer as a
child. Still fond memories about it (I even enjoyed a lot realMyst much later
and Riven). I even read all the books of the extended universe. I hope Cyan
can make me enjoy again with a new bizarre & puzzling world. :)

400.

Merit op de Dijk on Oct 18
Since Myst there has been no other game out there that gave me the same
good feeling. I remember (13 years old) sneaking out of bed at 5 in the
morning just to take hold of my dad's Mac to play Myst. Thanks for the good
memories... let's make some more!

401.

Henrik Gyllensvärd on Oct 18
I love the idea and hope it gets funding! Only problem for me is that I only run
Linux, so I hope you can poke on Epic and tell them you want a Linux /
steamOS version of Unreal Engine 4.
Sure, I'll find some way to play it, but it would be tremendously nice to be
able to play it natively.

402.

Jim Clark on Oct 18
Not quite American Gothic maybe they are neighbours. :-)

403.

James Lightfoot on Oct 18
1. Realistic like riven, not cartoony!
2. Oculus Rift
3. Music from Jack Wall/Robyn Miller/Tim Larkin. (In that order of
preference:p)
$90 in. Much love for you guys!

404.

Rainer Kesselschlaeger on Oct 18
Please, can't you buy now Mark something to eat? Tablets aren't very
nutritive. ^^

405.

Leonard Challis OotG - serpentscurse.com on Oct 18
Wow - 240k already! Morning all, great work so far :)

406.

Ian Gazzotti on Oct 18
An adventure game where you're suddenly dropped in front of a white
house? Well played, Cyan, well played. ;)

407.

darkgaze on Oct 18
The world has been awaiting a game of yours like Myst IV, Riven and so on...
for so long... The adventure games community has been waiting.
As much as a game like Star Citizen.
We have been waiting for this. Please, do it like the rest of the games. We
want it ! :-)
Rand, i read your books, they are awesome. You, and what you guys did, are
the reason why i wanted to dedicate my life to design, art, cinema and
videogames.

Keep up the good work! You will, for sure, get all the money!

408.

farfabet on Oct 18
Juste came to say that you definitely have to get an Oculus Rift Development
Kit. Visibly I'm not the only one :-)

409.

Jim Clark on Oct 18
Just as Lotus 123 was the killer application for the IBM PC there is a chance
that Obduction could become the killer application for Oculus Rift
If Obduction were to set a clear stretch goal that entrenched a commitment to
support for Oculus Rift that would present the possibility of another string of
support.
The same would be true if Cyan were to consider putting it’s weight behind a
Linux port of Unreal 4 then consider how many Uruites would be interested in
a port of Uru to Unreal 4 and Oculus Rift.
In all likelihood all the Uruites are probably going to be here anyways so I
suppose both of these are empty wishes.
This weekend there will be a host of regular meetings on MOULa and I
suspect the primary chatter will be about Obduction. So I would suspect a
mobilisation of support both during and after the weekend.
This is already one of the fastest Kickstarts I have ever seen. On target for
$250k in 24 hours.

410.

Richard Echavarria on Oct 18
Myst was one of the first games I ever owned. I played it on my 486 DX/66
(w/turbo!). This game had a huge impact on my gaming and future line of
work - I've been working as a Creative Director/Graphic Artist for the past 14
years.
I remember after finishing Myst, wondering how I could listen to the music
without having to be playing the game. So, I put pen to paper and wrote to
the kind folks at Cyan asking how I could obtain the music - I was a computer
noob at the time, so this was a big deal to me. A couple of weeks later I

received a letter back from someone at Cyan. I still have it in storage and will
probably dig it out soon and post pictures of it here. I wonder if the woman
who wrote me back all those years ago still works there...
It included a cool poster and a brochure for all of their Myst products,
including the Audio CD I was in search of! The smile on my face was
priceless (I don't smile much). I broke out my brand new check book and
quickly wrote a check out for the amount of the CD and sent it off. Waiting for
the CD to arrive was tough, but when it arrived, I played it non stop,
especially the "Observatory" track. To this day that soundtrack is on my iPod
and comes up once in a while when driving. Every time I hear a track from
Myst I crack a smile.
Thank you Cyan for all the great memories. I look forward to taking the next
journey with Obduction!

411.

Evan Smith on Oct 18
I was born October 17 1993. Same year as the release of Myst. Now 20
years later to the day A new age is being written and I can do something to
help. I grew up playing all five games numerous times and reading the books
many times thru. The world of the D'ni fascinated me and I still have a love
for it and continue to discover the mystery of that world. I look forward to this
new chapter for Cyan and am glad to help.

412.

Ethan Tomlinson on Oct 18
Grew up on Myst and Riven. They are great games but are quite old and as
such suffer. I am really hoping you capture what was great about the some of
your previous titles. I understand that you didn't develop Myst 3 and 4, but
please keep them in mind when producing this game as there are some great
design decisions there and lets face it, Myst 5 is awful and URU had to be
made playable by the community. I would love it if the Myst reader would
come out on the Australian App store for iOS too as my copy is now falling to
pieces from wear. Thanks guys and good luck!

413.

Nick Roberts - Armikrog.Army$4.96 on Oct 18
OK, upgraded from $120 tier to $250 tier!

414.

Maureen Stockman on Oct 18
So excited to see my friends doing something awesome! And so happy to be
able to support you all. :)

415.

Daniel Dresser on Oct 18
Probably not the best place to collate feedback like this, but I might as well
chime in as another supporter who was happy to chip in to help see this thing
made ( the impact that Riven had on my imagination as a kid is totally worth
it! ), but I may not actually end up playing it unless it gets a Linux port.
Probably depends a lot on what Epic is planning anyway - hopefully they're
considering it.

416.

Kirk Brownridge on Oct 18
Played the games.
Read all the books.
With Rand at the creative helm, I am all in.

417.

Nick Roberts - Armikrog.Army$4.96 on Oct 18
Dear CYAN Worlds,
THANK YOU! THANK YOU! THANK YOU! THANK YOU! THANK YOU!
THANK YOU!
Sincerly,
Nick Roberts

418.

j. faceless user on Oct 18
Regarding Linux support: A while ago another Kickstarter project appeared,
also using Unreal Engine 4:
http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/stompybot/heavy-gear-assault0/posts/492404
Unfortunately that campaign did not succeed. But, they said they intended to
support Linux as well as those other operating systems. They were going to
devote some resources to getting their game running on Linux, and send
their Unreal improvements upstream to Epic so that other developers could
more easily port their games to Linux.
How much would they have to spend on this? Since their funding goal was
$800K, that implies that they were estimating that their Linux porting costs
would be no more than $800K minus however much they were planning to
spend on non-engine game design.
Since Obduction will obviously overshoot its $1100K goal by substantially
more than $800K (they seem to be picking up pledges at a rate of $10K/hour
right now, and it's only the first day!), it seems likely that they would easily be
able to fund the engine porting work that those other guys had hoped to do...
HINT HINT HINT

419.

Andrew on Oct 18
And yeah let me echo other backers' request for Oculus Rift support. You
guys were one of the first adopters of the high-capacity CD-ROM format and
essentially defined what the point & click first-person adventure game was. I
completely believe you guys can once again define an experience that will be
reveled and looked back unto for years and years to come!

420.

Andrew on Oct 18
Ridiculously avid fan of Myst since I first loaded it up on a IIci with brand new
Apple CD300. Since Myst's 20-year anniversary was just last month, I took
this photo of my original copy to commemorate the game!
http://www.flickr.com/photos/amatecha/9930279265/ ;) Insanely stoked to see

what Cyan and crew will come up with this time. I have no doubts you'll hit
the goal long before the deadline! Let's see those stretch goals... !

421.

Marcio Teixeira on Oct 18
Oculus Rift support, pretty please!

422.

Thomas James on Oct 18
Oh hell yeah, there is no way I'm not backing this. Like @John_Cosgrovei
grew up on Myst then Riven. It filled my imagination for years.

423.

Aaron Grieger | Quasar II on Oct 18
This man right here.
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/c/c4/Myst4_Atrus.png
Just saying. (Also, what @John_Cosgrove said)

424.

Peter de Castro on Oct 18
I was always amazed whenever I saw Myst and each of its successors back
when they were new, but they were games that I somehow never played,
despite my interest and all the great things I heard about them. Obduction,
from what you've presented here, again looks and sounds like it'll be pretty
fantastic, and I don't plan on missing it this time. (Assuming it succeeds, of
course, which it sure looks on track to do...)
Thanks for giving us a chance to help make it happen!

425.

JOHN COSGROVE on Oct 18
Rand and Cyan - thank you.
Thank you for the first journey.
Thank you for a whole paradigm that deeply affected, permanently changed
and forever enriched.
And Rand, thank you for coming here and doing this. For hundreds of people
like me, who were 10-14yr olds when they played Myst and watched the
videos that told the other legend - two brothers who changed the world with a
dream - you are a hero.
Heroes don't die. Neither will Cyan. The seeds you planted across the
WORLD 20 years ago are about to sprout.
And we WILL lift you up.
Best. Kickstarter. Ever.

426.

Aaron Grieger | Quasar II on Oct 18
You're kidding... I only have 29 days to come up with another $4,250? Maybe
I should start a Kickstarter campaign to fund my dream of meeting the Cyan
team... ;)

427.

Zachary Charland on Oct 18
I want to second Jack and Serra's comment. With Unreal 4 this will look
better than Riven uncompressed, the trick is to make it look just right and
rich. Don't over design. A stucko wall, rusted metal grate or a worn piece of
wood in Riven was ten times more visually orgasmic than the shiniest,
flashiest, most ornate design in any other game. Myst III was notorious for
being over-designed. Maybe Richard Vander Wende or Robyn could be
reach goals. Just putting it out there. Would love Robyn for the music alone,
and just imagine Vander Wende with Martiniere!

428.

Greta - KG Pinkerton Rd AGL589 Mem. AGRM on Oct 18
Heres the link for Knite http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/2011341880/knite-

and-the-ghost-lights

429.

Greta - KG Pinkerton Rd AGL589 Mem. AGRM on Oct 18
This game is gonna be great - thanks to all you backers - we know Cyan will
produce something wonderful.
Once upon a time - though we didn't know that, and took a chance on an
interesting looking box.
There are today other small developers with different but just as awesome
ideas, and they need a little help to get started. - Please consider hopping
over to Knite & the Ghost Lights and give them a little help on their road to
make and enchanting game.

430.

Eric Johnson on Oct 18
I would love to see some of the extras (Art Books, Soundtrack) as add-on
items. I don't need a lot of the stuff from the Art Collector tier, but I'd love to
toss some extra money this way for some of the perks!

431.

Dana Brightman on Oct 18
Congratulations Cyan on reaching over 200,000 in less than 24 hrs!! Good to
see people still appreciate awesome work!

432.

Jandsa on Oct 18
I am so excited for this game. I have just one request, though:
Make it dirty. Make it worn, make it old, make it anything but shiny. One of the
best aspects of Riven was that it felt used and lived-in, unlike so many
games which use glossy textures. Every image in Riven looks real because
of the natural weathered appearance - even the "prettiest" parts of the world
were worn-down. PLEASE keep that look in Obduction, because it does so

much to make the world look plausible, even when it completely upends our
imagination.
We can't wait to hear, see, and learn more about what you have in store for
us!

433.

Roxane Tourigny on Oct 18
200k! We're having a great momentum!

434.

Jorge Gutierrez on Oct 18
200K!!!

435.

Destineer on Oct 18
The higher tiers are tempting, but I already pledged a ton to Mighty No. 9 and
am hesitant to go big on another kickstarter so soon. Odds are my willpower
will break down before this is done though. Having Rand Miller's autograph
would be pretty great.

436.

Kristen Brown on Oct 18
Looking forward to this! More than happy to put something into such an
awesome project!

437.

Deborah Terreson on Oct 18
HEEE! 200 Grand at 11:09 p.m. EDT. Congrats, here's to hoping your
pledges keep coming in at this rate!!

438.

Monika Nowaczyk on Oct 18
I am so excited that I can't even express it in words! I know my life will be
taken over when I get this, but that is well worth $25.

439.

Keith Belmont Marcks on Oct 18
I've often thought about ways I could contribute significantly to the success of
Cyan. Sure, buying a game helps them out, but I wanted to give a little more
than that. Finally, seeing a project here on Kickstarter, I can offer a lot more
than the price of just a game, and help make something really great in the
process. I am so happy Cyan are coming out with something new. Seeing
that they're still alive and kicking is a wonderful feeling!

440.

Greta - KG Pinkerton Rd AGL589 Mem. AGRM on Oct 18
@Elaine - some other things you might want to checkout
Pinkerton Road's Moebius and Gabriel Knight 20th anniversary release different story but similar type of game play

441.

Alex Burton on Oct 18
Yaaaaaaay! Didn't have to think twice about it!

442.

Mark Terrano on Oct 18
20+ year fan of your work, I'd back without watching the video so that was a
bonus. UE4 you'll get Oculus Rift integration for free - so please support it. I
want to be immersed in your world and experience as fully as possible. Rift is
the immersion lever of this generation as surely as high quality images and
sound were in ours. Cheers to the whole team!

443.

Riggo - Reemus - I've been Zebarfed on Oct 18
Reporting for duty!

444.

Elaine Magliacane on Oct 18
Happy to support this, my daughter got me to play Myst all those years ago,
and it was so enjoyable, I never play shoot m up, hand eye coordination
video games... I'm not good at it, and I think they are boring. I loved Myst and
Riven... I'm sure I'll enjoy this game... if God is willing and I'm alive next
October and you get your funding.

445.

Blacky on Oct 18
Although this type of game isn't my cup of tea (I played Myst at its first
release, didn't like it that much) I would like to congratulate Cyan for this near
flawless Kickstarter.
The indie game industry is fast catching up on the mainstream one bad
practices, and nowadays it's common to sell beta access, exclusive forum,
ingame items, and other artificial limitations designed to increase the price of
the game without increasing its value.
For this (big, $1.1M isn't cheap) game project and Kickstarter, you did none
of the above. You have reasonable tiers, with real rewards, and no cheap fast
and dirty tricks to get more money.
So, congratulations, and thanks for that!
(Well ok, almost perfect, you do somewhat sell the soundtrack that's already
paid for and included in the game. I would hope the final game include
lossless compressed music and sounds, but if not it would be an opportunity

to distribute FLAC files for this reward).
In any case, good luck with your game.

446.

David MacDonald on Oct 18
I couldn't be more honored than to support such talent. This is a no brainer.

447.

Daniel Mitchell on Oct 18
LOVE! Cyan rocks, and I am so glad to back you guys! Can't wait to see
Obduction! I have played my heart out in the Myst world and D'ni. Feels like
home to me. Way to go Cyan!

448.

Jorge Gutierrez on Oct 18
@Shawn Rose and @light487: Some of us are discussing those words you
found in the video as well as some other clues we found over in the Cyan
forums. Here's a link to the forum topic:
http://forums.cyan.com/viewtopic.php…
Check out the posts on the last few pages made today after the Kickstarter
project debut.

449.

Sirisian on Oct 18
Video was loading slow, so I had to pledge first. but the video isn't as
important as the company in this case. I can't wait to see the world you guys
create.
I hope Rand has an acting roll in the new game, even if it's a small one.
Might be nostalgia talking though from playing the Myst series. My only
confusion is why you guys didn't just use the Myst world. Doesn't even need
to be a sequel or anything. Just do a separate timeline. It has unlimited ages

and it's already connected to the real world. Easy to take a character and
throw them into an age. Myst: Obduction has a ring to it unless you're trying
not to alienate people who haven't played the previous Myst games which I
can understand.

450.

Craig Prall on Oct 18
I figure it this way. I can get this a lot cheaper than the $341 I paid for the
Apple CD300 (2x CD-ROM with caddy) plus the cost of the game itself that I
bought to play Myst. It's a steal!

451.

BigD-Zeebarfed since 2013 on Oct 18
Another AGRM aboard and reporting for duty.

452.

Roxane Tourigny on Oct 18
I've pledged first and watch the video afterward. XD
I've got found memories while playing Myst so I'm definitely on board with
what you have in mind for this game.

453.

Daniel Koch on Oct 18
Add my voice to the multitudes clamouring for the Oculus Rift support stretch
goal. I loved Myst and Riven, but the only thing better than an exploration
game from Cyan? An exploration game from Cyan *in VR* :-)
You guys want to transport us to other worlds? Full-immersion VR is by far
the best way to do that.

454.

Destineer on Oct 18
Pledged immediately (well, after the few minutes it took to watch the video
and read the page). Played Myst when it launched, and looking forward to
another game in this style. My knee-jerk reaction was "why don't they make
another Myst?" but thinking about it more, the Myst lore is well established
and understood already, and by making a new IP, we have to learn about the
world all over again, which really was the best part of Myst.
I also really hope a Linux version becomes possible. If OS X is on the table,
it's not much of a stretch for the engine to be ported to Linux, so I'm hopeful.
If not at launch, then hopefully soon after.

455.

Scott M. Bruner on Oct 18
I consider Riven the greatest video game of all-time. Supporting this was a
no-brainer. My only concern, is I don't particularly love the art style - it looks a
little Myst V/Uru which were when the games pulled away from the immersive
photo-realism I loved (Myst 1-3 really are my favorites). My only request, and
take it for what it's worth, is that the areas you explore feel more real than a
cartoon. The music in Myst/Riven + the reality of the places you were
exploring made the entire experience transcendent. (as did the sense of the
very, very real backstories. I really hated having voices read the books in
Myst IV.)

456.

Shawn Stauffer on Oct 18
This is awesome! To top it off, it's even my birthday, so thanks Cyan for one
of the coolest birthday presents ever!

457.

Robert Davalos on Oct 18
This comment has been removed by Kickstarter.

458.

light487 - "Cornerstone" Backer on Oct 18
@Shawn Rose: I thought the same thing but dismissed it out of hand.. but
then again.. I think you might be right.. :)

459.

Anna Chilcott on Oct 18
I am so ridiculously excited for this game! I sincerely hope you guys reach
your target and can move ahead with making this amazing idea a reality. <3

460.

Ryan Smart on Oct 18
I remember well and fondly how worried and horrified I felt when I realized
that Gehn was making paper; that stomach-sinking feeling that told me that
the situation just went from bad to dangerous.
Looking forward to experiencing new worlds with you once again.
Best of luck, Cyan.

461.

Shawn Rose on Oct 18
This may be reading too much into it, but could there be clues in the video? I
noticed words such as "yellowbrick", "firelight", and "germinate" scattered
through the video. Found it a bit curious.

462.

Jeremy Peck on Oct 18
I played Myst when I was quite young! I wasn't great at the game but had a
really fun time. That Cyan animation in the video brought back so many
memories

463.

Andrew Vestal on Oct 18
The art is beautiful, I would love to purchase some larger prints as an add-on.
I would be more interested in this than in an art book - I'd rather display it
than leave it on my shelf! Thanks for your consideration and good luck.

464.

Kathy Koons on Oct 18
Oh, my gosh! I cannot tell you how excited I am by your project. Years ago,
my husband got Myst for me. I loved it, as did our young daughters. We
played the sequels and devoured the novels. Now, although we are 1000
miles apart, my older daughter and I discovered your Kickstarter at almost
exactly the same time. We are very happy to be backers! And, thanks for
making sure that it can be played on a Mac! Can't wait for your wonderful art,
music and adventures!

465.

Edward Greene on Oct 18
I remember attempting to play Riven when I was about 10 and getting
ridiculously frustrated. After growing up a bit (and learning how to take notes)
I was able to get through it and enjoyed it immensely along with the other
Cyan games. Hope this one lives up to those lofty predecessors, but I believe
in you guys!

466.

Daniel Andersen on Oct 18
@Chris Whiteley: haha, me too! The way Rand rubbed his hands reminded

me of Atrus speaking at the beginning of Revelation!

467.

Matthew Miller on Oct 18
I'm 32 years old and I MYST was the first computer game I ever purchased
for my Mac Performa back when I was a teen and I immediately fell in love
with the world and Cyan. Ever since then I've closely followed Cyan as a
company. I've played and completed all of their games. I even helped beta
test URU while it was still in development and I was and still am I could have
helped Cyan in a small way back then. Now I see they are developing a new
game and I'm extremely excited to see where it goes. You have my support
Cyan! As you always have!
Oh and here's hoping for a Occulus Rift stretch goal!

468.

Jordan Bartee on Oct 18
boom! 3,000 backers!

469.

David Coombs on Oct 18
While I enjoyed Myst, Riven still holds a special place in my gaming history.
So glad to see this picking up steam and getting funding - good luck Cyan,
we've missed you.

470.

Christopher G. Stanton on Oct 18
It was so difficult not to click that $250 stretch goal; but I had to settle for $90
instead.
I'm looking at my collection of Myst books and games as I type this, I would
love to see Obduction there next to them.
I played and finished Myst when I was 8. My friend was fortunate enough to

have a 486 in the house, though it kept dying due to lack of RAM. Lack of
ram, it must've only had a few meg!
I'm going to have to upgrade my computer to play an Unreal Engine 4 game
now, too. :)

471.

James O'Donnell on Oct 18
Shut up and take my money! As a long time Myst fan, I'd back watching you
eat cereal. I would love to hear that based on the soundtrack of the
kickstarter video that Robyn is coming back in some capacity. His music is
still the best your studio has ever put out.

472.

Chris Whiteley on Oct 18
It was hard for me to watch that video and not look at him as Atrus, talking to
me about another book to travel to.

473.

David Schlaphorst on Oct 18
I would still say that Riven is probably the best game ever released.
Nowadays people may be able to produce better graphics in a game but the
overall atmosphere is just unreached. I didn't even think that something like
this now was possible after the Myst series ended. I really believe that by the
end of the funding period you will realise just how many people are still
around desperately waiting for a game like the Myst games to appear again.
Good luck, the world needs a cyan tint!

474.

Jeremy Gottwig on Oct 18
I grew up with Myst and Riven, and I wish you all the best in this endeavor.
It's good to see such enthusiasm from others. I also look forward to following
the development of Obduction. I have fond memories of hanging out in

Cyan's old Java-based chat and yucking it up with other fans and the
occasional Cyan developer during Riven's development. Good times.

475.

Porcupine on Oct 18
So if I'm looking at this correctly, the first 50K was achieved in 4 hours, the
next in 3, and the third in... two? *rubs hands cackling like a mad scientist*
Eeeeeeexcellent! :)

476.

Jesse Jacobs | Obsidian Order on Oct 18
Thanks for organizing such a great looking game concept. I wish you the
best.
Since you say the DRM depends on the digital distribution platform, would
you consider GOG as one of those digital distributors?
Furthermore will our pledged digital copy at any tier on this Kickstarter be a
direct download or will it be attached to a service such as Steam? I don't use
steam, so I hope it's direct or through our preferred digital store.

477.

Connor Carpenter on Oct 18
Yeah $150k !!!

478.

Greta - KG Pinkerton Rd AGL589 Mem. AGRM on Oct 18
@Marco - agreed the Wine may have issues - but its better than polluting my
Mac with a windows boot, and cheaper too.
@Daniel - I think you missed the start of the Adventure Game revitalization it started last year with Double Fine, Pinkerton Road (Jane Jensen Moebious and Gabriel Knight 20th Annversity ed.), Lori and Corey Cole's
Hero-U, 2 Guys from Andromeda and several others.

479.

Fuzzy Puffin on Oct 18
@Marco not all Steam games have DRM. Some will launch and work just
fine without the client running.

480.

Daniel Andersen on Oct 18
As a longtime fan of the Myst series since the beginning, who spent his
childhood and teenage years learning the D'ni language, drawing maps of
the Ages, and being involved in community events in Uru, I'm just really
excited by this project. Cyan is in a unique position here to be able to
revitalize the adventure game genre and show that people want to be able to
explore new places and figure out challenging puzzles and just go deeper!
And while this isn't "more Myst," I'm sure that Cyan can create something
that will have that same potential for depth, study, and analysis.
I really want to echo the positive sentiments about Oculus Rift support as a
stretch goal. As a software engineer who has a Rift dev kit and spends his
free time working with it, we're at the beginning of a new revolution in VR. As
the tech advances and becomes more mainstream, it's going to really
change things; the fact that so many Rift demos are not just games but
"experiences," built around immersion and the sensation of being suddenly
placed into a new environment, makes this kind of tech ideal for anything
done by the creators of "The Surrealistic Adventure That Will Become Your
World." I look forward to seeing Cyan step up and setting the bar for
immersive worlds using VR.
- "Gadren"

481.

Marco Meijer on Oct 18
@some comments below
Steam actually does function as a DRM as well. It is not normally possible to
simply copy a game from your Steam folder and play it on any computer. You
actually need to crack that game too if you want to do that. It's just one of the
least noticeable and annoying types of DRM people have ever come up with.
WINE is an inefficient security hole. It makes your computer more susceptible

to malware (although it does contain it to some extent) and it often causes a
wide variety of bugs in software, sometimes related to graphics, sometimes
related to other things. And nothing works efficiently in WINE. No wonder,
since for every action a translation has to be done. That takes quite a lot of
resources without adding anything other than compatibility.

482.

Rion Hanson on Oct 18
Oculus Rift!!!!!

483.

James Adams on Oct 18
Please Please PLEASE let this utilize Oculus Rift. I honestly can't think of a
better way to make this beautiful game more immersive.

484.

Matt Hoffman on Oct 18
This is awesome, I hope you blow well past your goal. Loved Myst and Riven
like a brother, and have looked forward to a project from Cyan like this for
many a year. I have always been irritated by the giant publisher (or movie
studio) one-track-mind kind of scenario, and like many of the gems of the
independent film world, I feel that this project will rise to acclaim and fortune
as actual consumers continue to drive the truly new and exciting.

485.

light487 - "Cornerstone" Backer on Oct 18
Steam... DRM...? What.. Steam is not DRM, it is a distribution platform and
library for games you own. So effectively you are saying that you would like
there to be no DRM with the ability to have the game linked to your Steam
account. :)

486.

Tom Gebbie on Oct 18
If you would use Steam as your DRM, I would be sooo happy.

487.

light487 - "Cornerstone" Backer on Oct 18
Another favourite of mine in this genre, from a similar era, was the Zork
franchise. I know of course that Cyan didn't create the Zork games (that was
Infocom) but I am hoping that the new Cyan team will also
consider/examine/look-at the writing, styles and atmosphere of those games.
The reason I say this is that the Zork series of games had a similar kind of
qwirkiness and surreality to them that the Myst games did.

488.

Greta - KG Pinkerton Rd AGL589 Mem. AGRM on Oct 18
Just looked - runs on Crossover/Wine too

489.

Aaron Brown on Oct 18
Just had a faint memory come back of playing manhole on a Mac I was
helping fix. Whew, memories. Also being quite smitten with the idea of books
being literal portals to other worlds. While we have your ear, since it is on
Unreal 4 could you influence them to make it work on linux. I have fedora 19
on my machine and steam works fine. I'm desperately trying to get away from
windows and microsoft. I work with their stuff daily and they are becoming a
dangerously chaotic animal and it would be nice to stay in linux and not have
to dual boot. Thanks for all the memories.

490.

Greta - KG Pinkerton Rd AGL589 Mem. AGRM on Oct 18
@Alahmnat - thanks for the tip! Now I have to see if I can find it

491.

Matt Giuca on Oct 18
This is fantastic news. I have been wondering for a long time when Cyan
would join in on Kickstarter. I'm a little sad that this game will have nothing to
do with Myst/D'ni, but it's probably time to start a clean slate. Now the hard
part will be waiting two years!
@jorlinn on Linux: There won't be Linux support announced before the end of
the funding. The FAQ states that Linux support will depend on Unreal Engine.
But the way we're going (with SteamOS coming out) it wouldn't surprise me if
Unreal supported Linux by the end of 2015, so I think we will see Linux
support.

492.

jorlinn on Linux on Oct 18
Nice to see you getting back together again. If I will keep my pledge until the
end of this project will depend on (DRM free) Linux support along with a
digital distributor (preferably Humble Bundle and/ or Desura). that supports
both DRM free and Linux.
Please make sure that your game will also run on a modest graphic card/
integrated chip, such as the integrated Intel graphics.

493.

Ashley Taylor on Oct 18
How nostalgic! In for the box. Does that mean I get two copies of the game (a
boxed and a digital)? I'd love to give the box to my dad and play the digital.

494.

Jesus Hernandez on Oct 18
:D This will be a blast.

495.

Alahmnat on Oct 17
@Greta If you have a copy of Riven, you can run it on your Mac using
RivenX: http://www.devklog.net/rivenx/ :)

496.

Greta - KG Pinkerton Rd AGL589 Mem. AGRM on Oct 17
Myst was definitely cool and very unique for its time. I can't remember if I
played Riven - pretty sure I have it around somewhere but now no PC to play
it on cause I've moved to a Mac

497.

Dawn D on Oct 17
Geez the funds are rolling in xD At this rate we'll make the goal in no time!
And maybe even some stretch goals? ;)
Unfortunately I've never played Myst or Riven, but I love the concept of this
game! (And have been meaning to try Myst out) Reading through the
comments it seems Myst really impacted a lot of people
Please take a moment to check out another great project, Knite & the Ghost
Lights: http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/2011341880/knite-and-the-ghostlights

498.

Jordan Bartee on Oct 17
Hello Cyan! (and Hi Rand- we met super briefly at IndieCade, thanks for
signing my moiety dagger!) I played Myst with my dad when I was very
young, around 8 or 9 years old. More so than any other piece of media at any
time in my life, Myst got under my skin and deep into my brain and changed

the way I thought about not only videogames, but the entire world. It inspired
me at a crucial time and taught me so much about design, aesthetics, music,
philosophy, and of course technology. I'm so incredibly excited to see you
guys back in the saddle with a new and ambitious idea. Thanks so much for
the awesome memories and all the wild worlds that are still to come.

499.

Greg Nuckolls on Oct 17
I'm so happy to help back this project. Myst, Riven, and everything
associated with those games have meant so much to me. I can't get the
beautiful images, and sound from those game out of my head (not that I want
to). I'm sure Obduction will be spectacular. It's about time someone did a
proper immersive adventure game with a modern game engine. Would you
guys be willing to do a Kickstarter campaign to add new content to URU, or
at least allow independent artists to add content?

500.

Sarah on Oct 17
I played and finished Myst years ago in middle school study hall over a 6
month period. Probably used my brain more than in most of my classes. So
excited for this new one!

501.

Kenton Watson on Oct 17
Not to mention I believe the rewards charts they have show that as well.

502.

Galit on Oct 17
@Eric Yes, I believe so, it says "+ all previous rewards"

503.

Tim Carr on Oct 17
The Myst series changed my life. I'm currently studying to become a game
designer, a dream of mine since I first stepped into one of your worlds. If I
had the money I would pledge the full $10,000, just to see you guys in action
and learn from you directly.

504.

Glenn Josephson on Oct 17
Started out with the original release of Myst on a 386 PC. I was hooked
within 30 seconds, and have played everything Cyan has done since.
Needless to say I'm incredibly excited by this! Great to see Atrus..I mean
Rand..in the video. :)

505.

Eric Kolb on Oct 17
Would if be fair to assume that the Gimmie The Box tier ($75) includes the
digital rewards of the $45 tier? That's not made clear in the description.

506.

Aaron Brown on Oct 17
Myst and Riven were very important to me. I played it on the sega saturn,
and PC respectively. So I wholeheartedly support more large scale games
like them. Thanks!
(One suggestion, should remove the word invest from the home description,
kickstarter isn't an investment, it's backing.)

507.

Kenton Watson on Oct 17
I wonder if we can reach 200k by the end of the day

508.

Jessica Bennett on Oct 17
I loved the Myst games, they captured my imagination and sense of
adventure like nothing else before or since. Obduction looks amazing and I’m
very excited about it. With you guys working on it I know its going to be
fantastic. Can’t wait. There's so many fans of Myst I'm sure you'll reach your
goal :-)

509.

Jeffrey Carter on Oct 17
Take my money! Seriously though, I agree with some of the comments
regarding showing at least the next tier of stretch goals. Stonehearth did it
and it was very successful for them. Looking forward to this game! Good luck
to you guys.

510.

Christian Hall on Oct 17
I would like to say that your games have had a tremendous impact on me as
a filmmaker and storyteller. Myst and Riven are thoughtful, beautiful
experiences that have inspired me and what I am drawn toward. I appreciate
your work and am so delighted that the Cyan team is working on a new and
fresh concept. Keep doing what you do and you will find the support you
need. Kickstarter is a terrific avenue for you to raise the money you need
because you will find you fan base here ready to support you guys. I would
love to give more if I had it because it would be a dream to have a FaceTime
call or launch party invite from you guys! All the best!

511.

Jerome Bruzaud on Oct 17
Just awesome ! Add at least one stretch goal ahead to motivate more the
backing. Star Citizen does it and it works well.

512.

Kenton Watson on Oct 17
I've started sharing this around. Hope we can keep at least some of this
momentum.

513.

Chris Whiteley on Oct 17
I about leapt out of my chair when I saw this! Glad to see Cyan is still up and
working on something awesome. I run through the Myst games every few
years or so. They never grow old on me, and I can't wait to see what else you
guys are going to cook up with this one! Best of luck to all those involved with
this project! Go get 'em Rand!

514.

Sean Lama on Oct 17
I'm very excited. Myst and Riven are not just two of my favorite games of all
time, but a defining part of my childhood. You have my unconditional support
on this project!

515.

Brett Fielding on Oct 17
The Box is mine, none shall have it!

516.

Justin Drew on Oct 17
Is there a chance we can get a journal with the boxed version, like with the
original release of Myst? That would be pretty awesome.

517.

Rob Stevens on Oct 17
If I can be critical for a moment, I urge the Cyan folks to consider making
some changes (and adding) some pledge levels. It really feels like you're
leaving a lot of money on the table. There are huge gaps between levels, so
there's no real way to "upsell" someone to get them to increase their pledge. I
want Obduction to be successful, but as it stands, it seems like the "best"
option is the $25 and $45 level, then $120, then there isn't really much that's
accessible.

518.

Eugene Kornstein on Oct 17
Guys, you really made my day! Myst was the first adventure and first video
game in my life.

519.

Joshua Sauer on Oct 17
I'm actually kind of wondering if this project is the same thing as Latus, which
I heard rumor of years back. The snippets it heard didn't SOUND much like
what I'm seeing here, but perhaps it developed in a different direction? Or is
this just completely unrelated?

520.

Rob Cutmore on Oct 17
This news has made my life. Internet do not let me down.

521.

Tomm on Oct 17
I rarely comment on Kickstarter projects, but I just had to wish you the best of
luck in surpassing your goal. Uru is an utter masterpiece, with some of the
most memorable moments and environments I've experienced in gaming. I'm
so excited to see you might have the chance to make something new to
enthral us all with!

522.

Thomas van der Elsen on Oct 17
When I heard about this, I ended up rather excited. Something new from the
creators of Myst? Take my money! Even hearing the intro for Cyan, Inc. in the
video brought back memories. How could I NOT back this? All the best in
reaching the goal and other stretch goals too, 10% of the way in only seven
hours - amazing progress!

523.

Nick Kienzle on Oct 17
This is actually the first Kickstarter I've ever supported and very happy to be
a part of it! So excited to see what you come up with and to see you guys
back in the game! Pun intended.

524.

Jorge Gutierrez on Oct 17
I am confident that anything that comes from Cyan will be well thought out
and incredibly immersive. Cyan doesn't make games. They make memorable
experiences in an interactive format. Let me add my name to the list of
people whose life has been changed by Myst.

525.

Sigrid Wallace (Pia123) on Oct 17
I am happy about this news and it is my pleasure to support this awesome
game. All the Myst games and especially URU are my all time favored
games.

526.

Lucien on Oct 17
Oculus Rift and this game will be like Peanut butter and chocolate.

527.

light487 - "Cornerstone" Backer on Oct 17
Cha-ching.. :)

528.

Arthur Bond on Oct 17
I'm overjoyed to see this Kickstarter and I'm especially hoping that the new
game follows in the footsteps of Riven in particular, a game that perfected the
idea of "the world is the puzzle". I have rarely seen a game with such
attention to detail and self-consistency. It will be a long wait until 2015.

529.

Andrew on Oct 17
Who do I have to pester to get Wii U as a stretch goal?

530.

Galit on Oct 17
I remember playing Myst and Riven oh so many years ago! I'm thrilled to see
this Kickstarter, to be able to participate... and now to see what other new
and exciting surprises you have in store for us!! I can't wait!! =)

531.

Colby R. Ellsworth on Oct 17
I've looked at quite a few Kickstarters, but have never believed in a project
enough to become a part of it. Today, I created a profile and pledged. This
game is going to be awesome! I'm beyond excited to see Cyan making a new
adventure game. Now I just have to wait until October 2015! It's going to be
rough. :)

532.

Murray & Sophia Burns on Oct 17
Wow, it is so wonderful to see Cyan back on their feet with an upcoming
project. We'll never forget that we met through URU and now have lived in
married bliss for 8 years next month. Wishing you a great success with the
project! Now, how do we sit quiet until mid 2015???

533.

John Hann on Oct 17
This is great progress! Come on, Internet, let's do this!

534.

Haldi on Oct 17
If you'r gonna make an update very 50k thats gonna be a LOT of updates till
1 million !

535.

Connor Carpenter on Oct 17
Oh cool, check out the FAQ here where Cyan says they have an Oculus Rift
devkit and would love to make it a stretch goal... :D

536.

1UPForever on Oct 17
As someone who grew up on the Myst series, I was absolutely thrilled to see
this Kickstarter. I'm so happy to see you guys have entered back into the
development field. I hope this gets every last bit of support you're looking for,
and then some!

537.

Gary Dolezal on Oct 17
I'm among a few thousand fans of the Myst and Riven games that is
delighted to see a return to "the roots." I'm a Mac driver and was
disappointed when the Mac was taken off the table for the later games. Too, I
had to try workarounds as the Mac OS continued to change and not support
older versions. Ugh. Now all that's changed. Yay. Go Cyan! I'm happy to be a
backer.

538.

Richard on Oct 17
Myst truly redefined what a video game could be. Granted I was only 7 or 8
when it came out, but from the first screen through to the final puzzle I was
awestruck. I can't think of any other game that has left such a lasting
impression on me. So thank you Cyan for never giving up on your vision, and
staying true to your origins. I have no doubt Obduction will be funded within

the week.

539.

R.Everts on Oct 17
Myst was one of the very first games that got me hooked into the digital
realm. Glad to see Cyan coming back in a big way after all these years, and
proud to be a supporter.

540.

Cindy Collins Smith on Oct 17
So excited about this, and the video is terrific! After I pledged, I shared on FB
to put a little word of mouth out there. :)

541.

Joshua Sauer on Oct 17
This is the most exciting news I've heard in a while (at least since Armikrog.
got announced). Riven is quite possibly my favorite game ever, and if this has
the same feel, better graphics, and free-roaming exploration, I can't imagine
NOT getting it. I just hope that it will work on my current computer. It is
reasonably powerful NOW, but who knows what the norm will be in 2015.
This is one of those games, though, that if it lives up to its promise I'd happily
upgrade for. Heck, I'd seriously consider buying an Oculus Rift JUST for a
game like this, if the consumer version is available by then.

542.

John Longino on Oct 17
This has made me beyond happy! Cannot wait to play the game. You guys
are the absolute best game makers of all time. Hopefully this will open up a
whole new era of Cyan games. Good luck!

543.

safyrejet on Oct 17
I love the Myst series. I'd love to see more games like this. But given how I
haven't even made my way through the Myst game series yet (no time for
games) and I have little money to be buying more games, I'm not in for much
yet.
I'd really love to see a pledge level with the digital soundtrack and art book
only--No game. I have neither the money nor the need for another game, but
music, oh music. I would pledge more for the music and art book. I just can't
do $45 for those.

544.

Harith Al-Shakarchi on Oct 17
I got Myst with my Mac way back when. It has stuck with me as one of the
best game experiences I've had.
I'm so happy to see Cyan going back to its roots with this kick starter.

545.

Jeff Suder on Oct 17
I hope to see Oculus Rift support for this.

546.

Robert Davalos on Oct 17
This comment has been removed by Kickstarter.

547.

Connor Carpenter on Oct 17
I want an in-game live action performance from Rand as a stretch goal!
B)

548.

John Zila on Oct 17
How about SteamOS/Linux support as a stretch goal?

549.

Jason Morley on Oct 17
Very excited to se what you guys come up with and to be along for the
journey in getting there!

550.

Michael Anthony on Oct 17
Ralf: Haha I did some cursory url-ninja-ry on cyans site and the kickstarter
page to see if they were images, no luck :(

551.

Ralf Verbeek | Doppelgänger on Oct 17
Michael: Saw the words too. Has the game already started? ;)
And yeah! 100.000!

552.

Marco Meijer on Oct 17
I'd prefer to see Linux support before Oculus Rift support myself. Bring the
joy to every gamer.

553.

Connor Carpenter on Oct 17
Yeah $100k!!! I think the funding is accelerating too! Go word of mouth!

554.

Tiffin Filion on Oct 17
Another really beautiful game here on Kickstarter that deserves backing is
http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/2011341880/knite-and-the-ghost-lights.

555.

Derrick Robinson on Oct 17
$100k!
Keep it up :D

556.

Paskarl on Oct 17
100k

557.

Rob Stevens on Oct 17
@Michael Anthony: Germinate makes sense, since seeds figure prominently
in what they're showing us so far. Probably nothing more than a tease right
now, though. They won't want to give too much away this early.

558.

James Gillice on Oct 17
100K!!! I could watch these numbers go up all day!

559.

Mark & Beth Markley on Oct 17
... and 100K Woo Hoo!!! Off to an awesome start!!!

560.

Christopher Burce on Oct 17
$100,000!

561.

Rob Stevens on Oct 17
If you start the game in front of that white house, my inner Zork-nerd is going
to freak out.

562.

Michael Anthony on Oct 17
Anyone happen to notice the randomly snuck in words in the clips? I've found
yellowbrick, firelight, and germinate so far..

563.

James Lightfoot on Oct 17
Yeah Oculus Rift as a stretch goal should go without saying, it's the format
Myst always shoulda had.

564.

Connor Carpenter on Oct 17
Oculus Rift support as a stretch goal please! If not I'm gonna have to figure
out how to mod it.

565.

SeanMc74 on Oct 17
Looking forward to the game.

566.

Tommy Johansson on Oct 17
Rand Miller knows how to deliver a pitch talk.
I'm in.

567.

Robert Burke on Oct 17
I won't forget how Myst took me to a different world. Hope to experience that
again.

568.

Ali Al Rahma on Oct 17
This comment has been removed by Kickstarter.

569.

Dawn D on Oct 17
This game looks awesome! You have my support~
Any chance for add-ons, like for the art book or poster? ;)
Please check out Knite & the Ghost Lights:
http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/2011341880/knite-and-the-ghost-lights

570.

Greta - KG Pinkerton Rd AGL589 Mem. AGRM on Oct 17
No question that Oculus is up and coming, its just not mainstream. I could
easily see either a stretch goal for it or if not this release an update release
for it later.

571.

Benjamin Smedberg on Oct 17
Since the unreal engine has a web version
(http://www.unrealengine.com/html5/) is there a chance that this could be an
online app in addition to a boxed game?

572.

Sean T. Arata on Oct 17
I would actually love to see this come to the PS4 as a stretch goal.
Unfortunately I can't trust my computer to play all games.

573.

Jose Cardoso on Oct 17
Oculus Rift may be niche now but given that a) Unreal Engine 4 already
supports it and b) by 2015 there are likely to be a lot more Oculus Rift
owners, I would say it's a no-brainer. :)

574.

Connor Carpenter on Oct 17
Oh my goodness, what a great surprise! I remember when I was 3 my
parents rocking me to sleep while they played Myst until the wee hours of the
night. It's always been a cherished childhood memory. I SO want this to get
funded!!

575.

Ian Constable on Oct 17
The first game I ever played was The Manhole on my parents' Mac Plus. I
means so much to me to see Cyan coming back to do what they do best.

576.

Pavitra on Oct 17
Thank you, Cyan. We love you. Riven is the single best game I have ever
played, and Myst will always occupy a sacred place in my heart.
I'll add my voice to those talking about Linux support, though I realize it's
probably not feasible due to the choice of engine.

577.

Josh Draper on Oct 17
I am so very excited about this. I do not even have the words.

578.

Ralf Verbeek | Doppelgänger on Oct 17
Thank you for continuing to make great games. Actually I don't play games
that often, but I'll certainly back this one!

579.

Aurelien VANDOORINE on Oct 17
Great news to finally see you here, I've always longed for another game from
you. And being a space I just can't have enough of this world in the last Myst
Episode with this just mesmerizing starry sky in the observatory location.
I really hope you'll achieve you're goal so we can have another great title.
And sure hope there will be a great behind the scenes during the production,
like it has been for other adventures like Double Fine one and Jane Jensen
one too.
One small question, not really related to the project directly but is the fourth
myst book still in the work ? I just loved the three novels that really give even
more background to our beloved characters and have been expecting it since
there were those four pages in the Myst V collector :)
Anyway, I wish you great luck here!

580.

Greta - KG Pinkerton Rd AGL589 Mem. AGRM on Oct 17
Oculus can be added as a stretch goal. Still a pretty niche thing, though
growing.I'm guessing the additional cost to add can't be included in the
current budget. It's cool if one can take the vertigo. but not something
everyone is going to want.

581.

Leonard Challis OotG - serpentscurse.com on Oct 17
Can't imagine Oculus being massively high on priority list. What percentage
of backers will have one? Very few I imagine. Still, would be extremely cool!

582.

Tim Stevenson on Oct 17
Really looking forward to this! Myst and Riven were some of my favorite
gaming experiences ever. I have to agree with Occulus Rift support! That
would be amazing.

583.

eXoScoriae on Oct 17
In at $25, however if details of the physical box look good, I'll bump up to that
tier.

584.

Rion Hanson on Oct 17
Pledged at $1 if i see Oculus support Ill be all in. Just not sure why they didnt
include this from the get go.

585.

Greta - KG Pinkerton Rd AGL589 Mem. AGRM on Oct 17
Yeah, this ones a no brainer

586.

Leonard Challis OotG - serpentscurse.com on Oct 17
Awesome :) good luck guys! Big old target, which I'm sure we'll smash and
then some :)

587.

Tristan on Oct 17
Hey I'm in the picture (7:03) !!!

588.

Greta - KG Pinkerton Rd AGL589 Mem. AGRM on Oct 17
Oculus would just make me lose my lunch!

589.

Jose Cardoso on Oct 17
I would have to second an Oculus Rift version. The thought never even
occurred to me!

590.

Patrick Karjala on Oct 17
Excited to see this one off the ground! Let's hear it for Oculus Rift support as
well!

591.

David Kassa on Oct 17
Oculus Rift version would be awesome!

592.

Diana on Oct 17
This is a selfgoing,

593.

Nick Evans on Oct 17
wow, this campaign is cruising. $100k a day easily at this rate.

594.

Nick Evans on Oct 17
@Calogero - I agree, I usually don't splurge for the art books, but for some of
the projects I have backed lately, I couldn't help but go for it. This is another
one of those instances where the art book would be awesome. Plus it's
signed as well.

595.

Greta - KG Pinkerton Rd AGL589 Mem. AGRM on Oct 17
oh and if al the lovely people here would kindly hop over to Knite & the Ghost
Lights - they need more backers

596.

Calogero Rumeo on Oct 17
Oh jeez. Well, I said I wouldn't kickstart anything else, but when Atrus
personally asks you for some money what am I supposed to say? Hopefully
this art book doesnt disappoint.

597.

Greta - KG Pinkerton Rd AGL589 Mem. AGRM on Oct 17
Loved myst of course backing this but ..
Please! no more for a couple of months!

598.

Kenton Watson on Oct 17
Just upped my pledge to 250.00. Most I've ever pledged on a Kickstarter
before, but it's really important to me that this happen!

599.

Zachary Charland on Oct 17
Ditto on the Richard Vander Wende comment! He's my hero! The man
changed my life with Riven by allowing me to see the world through
unclouded eyes. Whenever I sit down to design something, I think of the pure
forms in the universe and that true creativity has no limit. Remove all
preconceived notions of the world and you can create the most beautiful and
believable ideas ever. It was Riven that showed me this mantra.
I also don't think any other game company out there has as much balls as
Cyan for sticking true to their vision and alternative, yet potentially more
rewarding method of "game" making.

600.

Ross Sharp on Oct 17
Riven is one of my top 5 games of all time, and was completely unlike any
other experience I'd had in videogames at the time. All the best for this new
adventure!

601.

James Gillice on Oct 17
How many years have I been waiting for this? Yes, take my money! I only
wish I could give more.

602.

Kim Pittman on Oct 17
I read the Myst books before I played the games. My big brother was always
the "gamer" in the house and I had to fight for every minute of console time.
But Myst was the first game I ever beat on my own. Without help. Before my
brother. It made me believe that girls could play games too.
I don't have to watch the video or read the description. You get my backing. If
you do another one, you'll get my backing then too.
Because of Cyan and their amazing games, I played games, and later
became a game designer. You guys are one of the many inspirations along
the way that lead to the awesome that I now live.

603.

Matthew R. Johnson on Oct 17
MYST was such a significant experience for me as a kid, and probably what
sparked my love for computers and technology. Insta-backed!

604.

`j.Ro on Oct 17
At last! Riven was one of the most important games of my life. I had serious
chills when the Cyan logo theme came on at the beginning. All the best and
Godspeed!

605.

Stephen Blake on Oct 17
I could hardly finish the video before I wanted to scream "Take my money!"
Very excited about this project, and wish you guys the best in this new
endeavor!

606.

Nathan K. on Oct 17
Cyan games got me started on the path of fantasy and escapism. Cannot
wait to be a- er, obducted again! About the soundtrack: is Tim Larkin still your
music-man? The trailer song was beautiful, whoever composed it.

607.

ackno on Oct 17
So will the $75 tier cover me if I want to get a digital copy of the game for
myself but and give the boxed edition to someone else? Or is there a way I
can purchase 2 copies of this game to surprise them?
I remember spending hours playing Myst and then Riven; discovering worlds
figuring out puzzles and getting frustrated when we got stuck and excitedly
show each other a new discovery.

608.

Fuzzy Puffin on Oct 17
Any chance you guys can persuade Richard vander Wende to come back?
IMO he's what made Riven so bizarre and unique.

609.

Diana on Oct 17
I believe in this project!

610.

joel - the one and only on Oct 17
I'm beyond excited! Just two things:
Pleaaaaase try to bring Robyn Miller back to Cyan! Pleasplease! His
direction made Riven my favorite of the series! And he's a creative genius.
Please let Rand Miller have a cameo in the game and consider doing FMV :D
I always felt more "in the World" with the live action performers than with the
Real-Time 3D Characters.

611.

BlurbisPoor on Oct 17
Backing. No questions asked. If the soundtrack is as good as the Myst series
I'll consider it worth the investment no matter what.

612.

Serena Nelson - Hero of the AGRM on Oct 17
I'm a big Myst fan, so this one was a no-brainer. Good luck, guys.

613.

Jared Jeffers on Oct 17
This game looks amazingly promising. Only pledging $25 until I can see the
stretch goals though.

614.

R. Eric Reuss on Oct 17
When inXile kickstarted Torment, I thought I couldn't be more excited about a
new spiritual successor to an old favorite -- but this morning, I found out that I
was wrong.
I know Linux support may be a real PITA (and perhaps more relevantly,
dependent on how well the Unreal 4 engine plays with Linux), but if it's
feasible I'd love to see it.

615.

Robert Davalos on Oct 17
This comment has been removed by Kickstarter.

616.

Eddy Luten on Oct 17
Is Robyn Miller going to be involved with this project?

617.

jojoxyz on Oct 17
I loved Myst in the past. Do yo have plans for a release of Obduction on
consoles like Playstation, Wii U or 3DS? What are the system riquirements
on PC?

618.

Marco Meijer on Oct 17
Pledged 1 dollar for backer only updates and such. However I won't pledge
more until I see something about Linux stretch goals. If the latest Humble
Bundle is anything to judge by, Linux is potentially no less profitable than
Mac.
I will notify a Dutch technology website, though. There is a good chance that
they will post an article.

619.

Arthur Dent on Oct 17
With this ratio of backing they will reach 4,176,000$ by the end of the

campaign!

620.

Paskarl on Oct 17
Hello Mystians and Cyanians!
Backed for sure!
Hope the kickstarter exclusiv box will be a BIG BOX edition like the ones
from the first Myst games!!???
And is Robyn Miller involved?

621.

Derrick Robinson on Oct 17
$50k!!

622.

Leonardo Jones on Oct 17
That otherworldly landscape and the music are very reminiscent of my alltime favorite LucasArts point & click adventure game: "The Dig". All the more
reason to support this!

623.

Nick Evans on Oct 17
not even 4 hours old and they are already up to $50K almost.

624.

Chris Novick on Oct 17
I can't think of a kickstarter game I would want to support more. The Myst

series are bar none the best adventure games I have ever played. I still think
back to my days as a young teen exploring the worlds of Riven and Myst. I
really hope this blows up.

625.

Hannah Story on Oct 17
Myst and Riven totally shaped my gaming and artistic interests in my youth. I
grew up playing Cosmic Osmo and The Manhole, and then Myst and Riven
came along and blew my mind. I CAN'T WAIT for more of that inimitable
Cyan Worlds goodness. Go team!!!

626.

Roberto Cometti on Oct 17
I remember how fascinating it was to play Riven as a kid.
Good luck with the funding!

627.

Manny Trembley on Oct 17
Awesome! Congrats to Cyan for getting this sucker going!

628.

Philip Molloy on Oct 17
In case anyone else is interested in Linux support, Cyan had this to say, "Our
Linux support currently depends on Unreal Engine 4 support. It's possible,
but we can't promise it, yet."

629.

Nick Evans on Oct 17
Joan - better start thinking of new excuses then.. ;)

630.

Petr Tichacek on Oct 17
Wow, what an event! Magnificent! Thank you, Rand, for this opportunity! You
gotta make it! My 250 bucks are in :-)
Petr

631.

Zeph Campbell on Oct 17
The money is just *pouring* in, and you just started the pledge today! Thanks
for ding this, Cyan, we all love you :)

632.

Joan Zalot on Oct 17
This is so exciting! I used to call out sick from work so I could stay home and
play Myst (yeah, I admit it). So a new game from Cyan is a dream come true.

633.

Patrick M. Collier on Oct 17
OMG, I can't believe this. I didn't know you guys were still around! I
remember the goosebumps on the back of my neck the first time I played
Myst at my friends house when I was 8. I had never seen anything like it and
it hooked my imagination in a way no game had to that point. I am so glad
you have another project going! I echo the other comments... Take my
money!

634.

Fireside on Oct 17
The Cyan logo jingle at the beginning of the video almost moved me to tears.

635.

Daran Chapman on Oct 17
"w00t!" - translated from ancient D'ni

636.

Derrick Robinson on Oct 17
Get the word out people! Tweet it, Facebook it, G+ it, strap it to a carrier
pigeon! Let's get this campaign cookin' :D

637.

Mike York on Oct 17
Loved your previous games! MYST is a all time favorite for me and you got
my backing for sure! its going to be exciting to see what the team does with
this new game I can't wait :)

638.

Mick Adam Noya on Oct 17
Myst was the first cd-rom game that I owned (that and The Journeyman
Project). I played it on my Apple Performa 600.
I remember feeling how fresh and exciting that game was. With things
coming full circle, the rebirth of Adventure gaming and a more serious return
to PC gaming, You guys making this game couldn't happen at a better time.
I am very happy to pledge and I can't wait to see another fresh and exciting
adventure.

639.

Harry Bull on Oct 17
Thank you so much. My memories of exploring the worlds of Myst and Uru
are some of the most significant gaming experiences of my life. I can't wait to
experience Obduction as well.

640.

Kenton Watson on Oct 17
Oh my god. Take my money.

641.

Helena on Oct 17
An actual Myst-style adventure game, made by the actual creators of Myst
and Riven?
I'm in.

642.

Ninjy Tormented/OotG-KnCm/DrmTrvlr/WoOS on Oct 17
Oh, this is brilliant and long-awaited. Backed & shared. Tell your friends! :)

643.

Mark & Beth Markley on Oct 17
I'm stoked for the game but WAY excited for the soundtrack! The music used
in the project vid is Myst ... Will Robyn be doing the soundtrack again? AND
will it be as AWESOME??

644.

Alex Tardif on Oct 17
So excited to see you guys working on something new! I jumped up and
down at my desk as soon as I saw. What a privilege it is to fund this
project. :D

645.

Cathy Hurley ~~Fedora Femme Fatales~~ on Oct 17
My friend just introduced me to the Myst series this year. Very excited about
a new adventure game from the original creators!

646.

Cordell Allen on Oct 17
In 2003 I borrowed a collection of award winning video games from my local
library, among them was Myst. To be honest, from the description on the box
the collection came in, I almost didn't install the game. Boy am I glad I did...
I've always been geeky-bookworm type who didn't get out much. Myst
opened the door to exciting worlds that could be experienced through books
in a way I had never imagined. The way you found yourself on that dock with
nothing but your wits to discover why you were there, and how you fit in was
an experience unlike any I'd had before. The entire series resonated with me
in a way I don't even understand. I've played every game, read all of the
books, and I even enjoy the soundtracks(I'm a soundtrack collector).
For a long time I've hoped Cyan would do something new. I haven't wanted
more Myst games, I felt like the story ended well and was ready to end. A
remake of Riven, with newer graphics like realMYST may have been cool,
but I'm ready for a new IP from Cyan.
Thank you Cyan for all you've give us in the past and for being true to what
made you great in the first place with this Obduction. I'm sure there are a lot
of fans out there who, like me, will jump at the opportunity to to see what
worlds your creativity will reveal to us next.
P.S. Is there any possibility that this game might be released for Playstation?

647.

Lars-Erik - 888 H4T/OOTG/XSF/OOoE/AGL589 on Oct 17
Oh I'm in on this!

648.

Nick Evans on Oct 17
Loved Myst and in particular Riven. Super excited to see another project
come from your creative minds. I have a feeling this campaign should do
well!

649.

Ahenobarbus on Oct 17
Rise numbers rise!!

650.

jeznav on Oct 17
Oculus VR would be perfect for this! I would love to be able to experience a
myst world with an awe of 'being there'. Now I'm having a nostalgia when I
first played Riven–I got so immersed in the village jungle thinking as if it
existed in real life.

651.

yelliott on Oct 17
I hope that iOS will be one of your stretch goals!

652.

Alex Rou on Oct 17
@Cyan Y no linux :(

653.

Josiah Wilson on Oct 17
Shut up and take my money!

654.

Ahenobarbus on Oct 17
Really intriguing idea. Good luck with the campaign!

655.

Blackstaff The Unknown Obsidian Order on Oct 17
Sounds awesome :)
What about DRM ? Will the game be drm-free ?

656.

William C Crawford on Oct 17
As much as I want another Myst or Uru sequel, I agree with the new
direction.
And I love the idea so far. It punches all the right buttons for me.
@Fuzzy... Yeah, maybe not. I think beta could work, with just bugs and all
content implemented, but I could see that alpha would be more frustrating
than fun. Still, I'd like them to get as many eyes on it before release as
possible, to help find bugs and clean it up. A good launch is priceless, and I'm

going to want this to be popular enough to have a sequel or 6.

657.

Fuzzy Puffin on Oct 17
@William I don't think beta/alpha access
works for a puzzle adventure game.
I know I wouldn't touch it.
It would be nice though if a (non-signed) version of the poster was made
available in a lower tier.

658.

Stefan Laackman on Oct 17
Awesome! The best move possible! Do what you'd love to do and don't
compromise (w/ publishers). Wishing you and us the best possible game!
Lots of love for you guys!

659.

William C Crawford on Oct 17
Also, add Oculus Rift support!

660.

Philip Molloy on Oct 17
Please consider making this available on Linux

661.

Leah Culver on Oct 17
I love a good puzzle + exploration game! Really excited to play Obduction.

662.

William C Crawford on Oct 17
Okay guys, the fact that you made Myst and Uru has me pledging for the
game without even reading about it.
But your tiers aren't encouraging me to upgrade any. I was into Wasteland 2
for $250 because I wanted the stuff they were offering. I can't find anything in
your upper tiers that I want, except perhaps the art book.
You need to add things like beta and alpha access, multiple copies, and other
things that we can enjoy along the way and would be willing to pledge for.
I will probably upgrade to the $45 tier for the strat guide and art book. But
beyond that, there's nothing. I'm not interested in shirts (Waaaay too many in
my closet) or physical boxes (again, too many).
Perhaps a unique USB key on a chain or something, unique to this project,
with all the digital rewards on it.
Perhaps some kind of medallion or artifact or keepsake from the game's
universe that we can put on a shelf and smile at when we see it.

663.

Christina 'Riv' Hawkes on Oct 17
If people aren't sure how much they can pledge, remember you can pledge
at a low level now and up your pledge anytime in the next month :)

664.

Alahmnat on Oct 17
[backing intensifies]
I am so jazzed about this. Good luck with the KS, you guys! It's off to a great
start so far!

665.

Matthew Cox on Oct 17
Just wanted to join in and say that I'm so excited Cyan is still around and
making a new game. It's been too long. I'm happy to back this one and so
excited to play the game!

666.

Mr_FJ on Oct 17
I played MYST with my parents when I was 7, it was the first game I ever
played. I also played Riven with them. I played the rest of the games on my
own. It's definitely my favourite game series, and I can't wait to play another
game from you.
I'm sorry URU online didn't last too long. My guess is people solved stuff too
fast, and got bored when they were done. It's hard to balance the difficulty of
puzzles, in a multiplayer game. Also the internet :S
I loved playing URU, and the expansions too, never got to play online.
120usd to get the t-shirt and poster... Guys, you are killing me! That's a lot of
money!
No doubt I'll be backing this, but I don't know if I have that much money right
now, and it hurts inside :I
Anyway, good luck!

667.

Nikola Nevin on Oct 17
So excited to see this today! Money well spent, I can't wait :D

668.

Sleet on Oct 17
Neat! Good to see you guys, Cyan, I'm already excited!

669.

Christina 'Riv' Hawkes on Oct 17
I've been a Myst fan for so long that it's a huge part of who I am--and I can't
wait to see where Cyan goes with this! (Of course I want to see more in the
Myst universe too, but I'm happy to see it come from my fellow fans ;) ) A
fresh start, powerful modern 3D technology, and a commitment to all the
elements that made Myst fantastic... I love it!

670.

Leonardo Jones on Oct 17
Yay! Nice to see that this project is off to a great start!

10,840
Backers
$602,653
pledged of $1,100,000 goal
21
days to go

Back This Project $1 minimum pledge
This project will only be funded if at least $1,100,000 is pledged by Saturday Nov 16,
9:06am EST.
Funding period
Oct 17, 2013 - Nov 16, 2013 (30 days)

Project by

Cyan, Inc.

Mead, WA Contact me
• First created · 3 backed
• Has not connected Facebook
• Website: cyan.com
See full bio
•

Pledge $1 or more

248 backers
Morale Supporter ============================= Thank you! You'll receive
Kickstarter backer updates (digital) as your reward. Your support of Obduction helps
get us one step closer to making this new, virtual world a reality!
Estimated delivery: Nov 2013
•

Pledge $25 or more

5873 backers
Gimme the Game ============================= You'll receive a digital
download of Obduction for your computer (Windows or MacOS) along with a digital
manual. Plus, you'll get access to special backers-only Obduction forums where you
can share & speculate about the game and interact with the development team.
You'll be listed in the "Backers" section in the game credits and on the official
website. Additionally, you'll receive digital hi-res concept art painted by awardwinning artist Stephan Martiniere.
Estimated delivery: Oct 2015
•

Pledge $45 or more

2317 backers
Digital Collector ============================= You'll receive our Obduction
digital Strategy Guide, a Digital Art of Cyan Artbook, and the digital version of the
Obduction soundtrack. (+ all previous rewards)
Estimated delivery: Oct 2015
•

Pledge $75 or more

1456 backers
Gimme the Box ============================= Receive an exclusive
Obduction special boxed edition containing the game for Windows or MacOS. The
boxed version will be available only through this Kickstarter campaign. Your name
will be featured in the "Box Backers" section of the credits. (+ all previous rewards)
Estimated delivery: Oct 2015
Add $15 USD to ship outside the US
•

Pledge $120 or more

441 backers
Show & Tell ============================= Get an exclusive, limited edition

Obduction T-shirt. You will also get an 8 by 10 print only available via the Kickstarter
campaign and 3 high quality postcard prints. Your name will be featured in the
"Show & Tell Backers" section of the credits. (+ all previous rewards)
Estimated delivery: Oct 2015
Add $15 USD to ship outside the US
•

Pledge $250 or more

419 backers
Art Collector ============================= You'll receive an exclusive
Kickstarter limited edition Art of Obduction book along with an exclusive Kickstarter
poster – both will be signed by Rand Miller and the team members. Your name will
also be in the "Signature Backers" section of the credits. (+ all previous rewards)
Estimated delivery: Oct 2015
Add $15 USD to ship outside the US
•

Pledge $850 or more

30 backers All gone!
Become the Artist ============================ Help us design an item in
Obduction! Your personalized item has a chance to be seen by anyone playing
Obduction. You'll provide the look (some restrictions apply), and we will put your
item in the game. Your name will also be in the "Additional Design" section of the
credits. (+ all previous rewards)
Estimated delivery: Oct 2015
Add $15 USD to ship outside the US
•

Pledge $850 or more

13 backers Limited (47 left of 60)
Egg-sibitionist ============================ Not the artistic type? We'll give
you another option. You provide an image (that you own the rights to), and we will
build an exclusive Easter egg that only you will know how to solve. Your name will
also be in the "Additional Design" section of the credits. (+ all previous rewards,
except "Become the Artist")
Estimated delivery: Oct 2015
Add $15 USD to ship outside the US
•

Pledge $4,500 or more

2 backers Limited (28 left of 30)
Let's do Launch at Cyan. ============================ Spend an entire
business day at Cyan and visit with the team! Look behind the scenes, ask those
burning questions, and join us in an exclusive friends and family private launch
party. Includes lunch, airfare (up to $800), and two nights' lodging. Also receive an
exclusive Obduction prop; less than 100 of these will be produced - exclusively for
this campaign and the Obduction team. Your name will also be in the opening
credits as “Executive Backers” (+ all previous rewards)
Estimated delivery: Oct 2015

•

Pledge $10,000 or more

2 backers Limited (8 left of 10)
Experience Design at Cyan ============================ Experience an
early Obduction design meeting either at Cyan's studio (travel provided) or via
Skype, Google Hangouts, or FaceTime (iPad provided.) We'll prep you with
background info, and you'll watch a brainstorming/problem-solving session play out
- it might get loud. Later that evening, have dinner with Rand Miller and other
members of the design team. As the production progresses, you'll be one of the first
to play an early build and provide feedback to the design team via Skype. You'll
continue to receive project updates from the producer along with exclusive updated
builds that you'll be able to play. Your name will be in the opening credits as
“Supporting Producer." Part of selecting this reward means you must select from
either 1) lunch, dinner, airfare (up to $800), and two nights' lodging OR 2) latest
iPad (Wifi internet connection required.) (+ all previous rewards - yes, you will be
joining us at the launch party, too!)
Estimated delivery: Oct 2015

